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The search for the third tower continues 
by Kevin Parktr 
Editor In Chief 
The Community Council held an 
open meeting in Perreault Hall on 
Monday. March 29th. This meeting 
was called to pre!>ent the members of 
the Community Council to the WPI 
community, review the progress the 
Council has made and seck advice 
from the s tudent body. While only 
100 - 150 community members at-
tended this meeting, the conversa-
tion remained spirited. The format 
allowed for a five minute presenta-
tion by a member of the Council on 
five different recommendations that 
the Council has addressed, each fol-
lowed by five minutes of discussion 
and questions from the audience. 
Time was left at the end for an open 
discussion on any of the issues. 
The Community Counci l was Greek Lire 
fo rmed on the recommendation of a The Council set up a Greek Life 
report by the Commission on Resi- lmplementatio~ Committee. This 
dential and Student Life (CSRL) last committee has explored several rec-
year. Members of the Council in- , ~,J!itt\endations made by the CSRL 
elude President Strau~s as chair, a I 
member from each undergraduate/ 
class and representatives from varJ/ 
ous departments. The Counci l w''S 
charged with identifying ways ttl 
residential and social life on 
could support the academic purpcls~~P'&o-lilfe,,.tJ•IIA 
of WPI. Their work focu'led on 
additional recommendatrons made 4.Y..'~>..,'~~Lm'l~ acli~j(~Jj)l 1nt 
the CSRL. These fall into the fi 
following areas: 
I. Greek Life 
2. Campaign for Diversity 
3. Campus Life 
4. Safety and Security 
5. Campus Center 
information will be presented in A 
term after the Student Life !tlaff has 
been sorted out. The five star system 
is only a recommendation, and has 
faced opposition among concerned 
parties. 
paign ror Diversity 
A student-based initiative led to 
formation of the Diversity Com-
ittee which promotes and focuses 
on diversity events on campus. This 
committee is complemented by an 
adminrstration led effort which has 
used a grant from United Technolo· 
gies in several areas to promote tli-
versity 111 WPt. This grant allowed 
the hiring of Ronald Macon as head 
of the Multicultural Affairs Office, 
the inception of Project Strive which 
brin~ high school juniors to WPI to 
introduce them to engineering, the 
start or a pluralism program and ad· 
ditional financial aid support f01 
minority students. Asked whether 
minority students receive more fi· 
nancial aid money than the average 
WPI undergraduate, President 
Strauss replied, "Some packlfges arc 
more att.ractive to minority student~ 
than other students in terms of bal· 
ance of scholarships versus loans.' 
Other·initiatives have been made in 
the School-College collaboration lOP 
projects. The~e projects raise aware· 
ness in ~cience and engineering in 
elementary school-age children. WPI 
is also strengthening its Affirmative 
Action policy for hiring staff and 
facully . An audit by the New En· 
gland Association of Schools and 
Colleges (NEASC) last year founc 
no evidence of discrimination at WPI 
but asked that a report be filed in the 
See Community Council, page 2 
Sufficiency award winners announced 
WPI students Chad Council of 
Carson City, Nevada, Lily Lau of Sa-
lem, Oregon, and Kevin Parker of 
Lincoln, Rhode Island, have been 
named winners of Class of 1879 Prizes 
for Outstanding Sufficiency Projects 
in the Humanities. 
Class of 1879 Prizes, WPI's oldest 
undergraduate awards, were originally 
presented for the best essays wrinen in 
composition class; since the classes were 
phnscd out, the ~h awarcb ($1 00) have 
been given in recognition of outstanding 
sufficiency projects in hi,tory,literarure, 
philosophy. music, nrt history or lan-
gunge. 
For his Humanities Sufficiency 
Council wrote From Loves Comes the 
Pieces of a Broken Hcao, a drama that 
examines William Shakespeare's re-
lationship with his patron and a mis-
tress, the "Dark Lady" of The Son-
nets. Council wrote the play after 
studying and interpreting 
Shakespeare's life and works using 
his own experience in theater at WPI. 
Council's project advisor wa'l Susan 
Vick, professor of drama/theater. 
"My work is a universal story of 
emotions that are encountered in every-
day life, such as trust, deceit, fear, infatu· 
atlon and love," says Council in his notes 
ro the play. "From within the play comes 
a means of resolution of the pain in life 
that comes with the blissful pleasure that 
is the soul of love." 
For her Sufficiency. l..au ~tudied 
Horace Walpole's The Ca:.!le of01mnto 
to derive a definition of the Gothic novel. 
In her paper !>he tests that tlelinition with 
an examination of Emi ly Bronte's 
Wytherina Heiaht~ which critics have 
sometimes found difficult to chnracter-
ize as Gothic. 
"Bronte applies effecuve modifica-
tions to thi:. noveJ to fulfill the purpose of 
Gothic literature: to enlighten the reader 
anti make him aware of human frailty 
and suffering," writes Lau. 
She completed her project under the 
direction of Joel J. Brattin, associate 
professor of English. 
Parker's Sufficiency, "The Society 
of Friends: Antislavery Pioneers," 
was a study of the Quakers, the first 
group to actively seek the end of sla-
very in America. The American Quak-
ers took such a strong stand against 
slavery that they were known in the 
last quarter of the 18th century as the 
custodrans of the Amencan con-
science. Steven C. Bullock, assistant 
profe~<.nr of hio;tory wn" Parker"' fac-
ulty advisor. 
Parker tmces how the Quakers used 
religious arguments to fight for the abo-
lition of slavery. He also recortls the 
connicts between the Quakers' belief 
that black'> hould be set free and therr 
rnabrlity to assimilate them into the So-
ciety of Friends. They ultimately devel-
oped educauonal programs to help freed 
slaves, and championed the abolitionist 
movement in pamphlets and petitions-
well ahead of their contemporaries. 
Fifty-nine projects were submitted to 
this year's competition according to M. 
David Samson, assistant profC!>SOr of an 
history and architecture, who chaired the 
Oass of 1897 Prize Commince and wa.~ 
one of the jutlgcs. The other judgC!\ for 
the competition were Thomas A. Shan-
non, profc,sor of religion and social 
ethics, and Michael M. Sakal, profc .... ,or 
or the history of science. 
" It impressed the judges that we 
received !.O many entries- not JU~t in 
history, which ha'i always been a popu· 
Jar field of the humanities for WPI 
students, but in literary studies, ere· 
ative writing, philosophy, photogra· 
phy and musical composition,'' say~ 
Samson. "This is even more inspiring 
because the Sufficiency projects arc 
not written by humanities majors 
Every WPl student in every engineer· 
ing and science di<icipline does a Suf· 
ficiency. We could be looking at work 
by tomorrow's pla}'wright~. compo)· 
ers and scholar.,, but it'!. been written 
by tomorrow\ technologi.:al and sci· 
ence innovators. 
"We think this says a great deal abou1 
the all-around intelligence of the WPI 
student and about the humanrties' plaa 
at the hean of WPI's mission. 
Harrison brings winds of change to CDC 
by Erik Currin 
Newspeak Stoff 
collaboration with professional societi~ 
on campus, the CDC has in the last yenr 
underwrinen a major American Society 
of Civil Engineers mailing, and one ol 
the biggest biotechnology fairs around. 
Students assulted 
talked to Yvonne Harrison, the 
first year director of the Career Devel-
opment Center. Yvonne came to this 
school about seven months ago to im-
prove the caliber of the CDC to the 
level she believed it could be. She 
wanted to have the office, which was 
formally called the Office of Graduate 
and Career Placement (OGCP), have a 
new image as not only a place for 
seniors, but also a career resource for 
junior, sophomores, and even fresh· 
men. The idea of taking job place-
ment Into earlier years is to have stu· 
dents start the process early, because it 
can be long and tedious effor1 . 
system, and hired a full-time career con-
sultant and a pan rime job developer. All 
these changes rcnect a need to give 
students more information, opportuni-
ties, and help so that they can find an 
enrry level, summer, or co-op position. 
In addition, the office still has literature 
and help for those students wishing to go 
on to graduate school. 
For the common complaint of stu· 
dents not being able to use the CDC after 
graduation or before the school yenr in 
which they graduate, Yvonne said that 
she did not restrict students from usin8 
their resources, bur that she also had tc 
consider the employers' interests. Many 
times, the employers have specific dat~ 
when they want to hire students and only 
want to sec students that have not already 
graduated. The CDC does not ignore 
these students, but is forced to use alter· 
native means of pursuing an opponu· 
nity, such as calling the employer di· 
reedy to see if they would mind seein8 
the student 
Joseph Sch4jftr 
Newsptalc St.aff 
In the past month there have been two 
assaults on campus. Both of these as-
saults had similar scenarios consisting of 
an attack on a lone person in the evening 
by a group of persons. In both cases the 
victims were pushed or fell to the ground 
and their wallet was taken. These inci-
dents are similar to the muggings that 
occur near Oarlc University. If you have 
any information about either of these 
incidents or any other criminal activities, 
call campus police. 
The first assault took place on Feb-
ruary 27, 1993. At about 8 pm an 
employee of WPI was walking on 
Dean Street headed towards Highland 
Street. Two males approached him 
and pushed him to the ground. The 
victim said that he felt a pointed ob-
ject on his lower back. The employee 
gave up his wallet. The assailants ned 
down Highland Street. The victim 
saitl that the assailants were wearing 
baseball caps and dark colored down 
type JaCket!.. 
The second assault, an incident cam-
pus police referred to as an armed rob-
bery, took place on March 30, 1993 at 
about 10 pm. A WPI student who was 
walking up lnstirute Road towards cam-
pus along the black fence was approached 
from behind by three subjects. He was 
struck in the back of the head with a 
brown bonle and was stunned by the 
blow. One of the assailants took his 
wallet and the assailants noo across In-
stitute Road down Hackfield Road. The 
student gave chase a short distance down 
Hackfield and immediately called cam· 
pus police on the emergency phone lo-
cated at the back of Stoddard C at 10: 17 
pm. He then returned to where he was 
assaulted. EMS treated him for a small 
cut on the back of the head. 
As a result of these anacks, campus 
police and Worcester police have '>lepped 
up their patrols of campus. Worcester 
police are conducting an investigation of 
both of these incidents. Campus police 
have not ruled out the po!>Sibility of gnng 
activity in the area, but attack.~ by gmups 
docs 001 definitely prove that gao~ arc 
opcmtrng in tile area. 
Over the past seven months, the CDC 
has seen a lot of changes, so many that 
the CDC's coworkers affectionately call 
Yvonne"The Hurricane." Since Yvonne 
took over, the CDC has created and 
videotaped workshops, implemented a 
call in telephone system that is crude but 
adequate, brought in 30 mor.; small to 
medium si7.ed companies than last year, 
co-sponsored a biotechnology career day 
and a Socrety of Women Engineers ca-
reer day, outreached into the Worcester 
community through the Chamber of 
Commerce, published a biweekly news-
leuer, and obtained new periodical lit· 
erature. Al<;e, the office has obtained 
computers, made general rnformation 
av-.rilahlc through llinfo on the computer 
For the future, Yvonne hopes to com-
puterize the scheduling process through 
either having a local software company 
produce a human-resource program or 
through the computer science depan-
ment as a Major Qualifying Project. 
Also, the base of rules and procedures 
will be changed to simplify the process, 
for example, by keeping resumes in a 
computer dawbase instead of students 
keeping a stock of resumes on file. Also, 
in September of next year, the CDC 
plans to host a massive career fair repre-
senting all majors, so that Seniors can 
learn about companies early and possi-
bly even get an interview. 
As for some gripes student have 
against the CDC, Yvonne seems on top 
of the most common ones. Asked how 
she was handling the problem of certain 
majors being under-represented in terms 
of number of companies coming, and 
she related how she had hired a job 
developer to address some of these is-
sues. For C'II:Omplc, as a pan of his work, 
he will attend the Environmental Expo, 
where over one hundred environmental 
comp;mre~arc repr~nred. Abo, through 
As for advise to those students whc 
graduate without jobs, Yvonne said 
not to give up. Most students arc not 
employed at the time of graduation 
but rather within a 6 month period ol 
time. She stressed the need for a 
graduate to be nexible geographically 
because New England is still sufferin@ 
from the recession, and generally nex· 
ible as to which type of company and 
position you con ider. The beM as!>ct 
for finding a job, she said, was net· 
working with alumni and other people 
Start early in your search and learn tc 
work the sy'>tem and you will find 
opportunities where you least expected 
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IN THE NEWS 
Compiled from the Boston Globe 
by Tom Sico Newspeak Staff 
International 
The Russian Congress of People's Deputies 
failed in an tmpcachment vote against Presi-
dent Boris Ycltsin by 71 votes. Russian law-
makers did, however, strip him of more presi-
dential powers, take away two more media 
sources from his control, change the rules for 
the referendum he has called for next month 
making it virtually impossibly for him to win, 
and nearly impeached their own o;pcaker in the 
process. Rushin Khasbulatov, Yeltsin 's main 
political opponent, reached an agreement with 
the president about the direction of economic 
reforms, which the Congress did not agree 
with. The referendum rules were modified to 
pass only if 50% of eligible voters in the 
country voted for the referendum. 
" If Yeltsin loses control," !lays Secretary 
of State Warren Christopher, "we may head 
back into the Cold War era." 
Socia list French President Francois 
Mitterand appointed Conservative Edouard 
Balladur as Prime Minister beginning an era 
of cohabitation, or power-sharing in French 
politics. Balladur's first task will be to ap-
point a new cabinet, foster investment, and 
create jobs. France's unemployment rate is 
greater than 10%. 
Cyrus Vance stepped down as a UN nego-
NEWS 
NEWSPEAK 
ti:uor, saying that the recent negotiations in 
the former Yugoslav Republic "had been the 
most difficult task I had ever seen." The UN 
is e~pected to nominate Norwegian Foreign 
Minister Thorvald Stoltenberg as Vance's 
replacement. In related news, the UN has 
stopped the nights out of Srebrenica, 
and theScrbsareonceagain block-
ing shipments in. The Serbian~> 
rcfu'!ed to sign the peace 
treaty at the UN last week, 
so the Security Council ill 
looking at more drastic 
measures. 
South Korea is still 
refusing to let UN in-
spectors to have ncccss to 
two nuclear waste sites sus-
pected to be making weap-
ons. South Korea dropped 
out of the Nuclear Non-Prolif-
e rat iOn treaty last week. Talks 
resumed between the African National 
Congress and the government in South Africa 
after being stalled for II months. Italy 's 
Prime Minister is being investigated for be-
ing connected to Mafia and organized crime. 
Middle East peace talks have stalled again, 
tbis time after knife-point slayings along the 
Gaza Strip. 
National 
Police arrested Ronald Kaufman, a top 
Bush aide, on March 3 1 for drunk driving 
after leaving a poker game at Governor Weld 's 
home. Weld 'ltates that he had only seen 
Kaufman have one drink and felt he wa~ able 
to drive. When stopped, Kaufman's blood-
alcohol content wa!> found to be 0. I. 
Federal agents fear that the remain-
ing Branch Davidian mcmhers in 
Waco, Texas have made a sui-
cide pact, and would rather 
die than come out of the 
compound. The 5 week 
old standoff started when 
Alcohol, Tobacco, and 
Firearms agents stormed 
the compound in late 
February. The FBI is 
bombarding the compound 
day and night with music 
such a~ Nancy S1na tra 's 
"These boots are made for 
walking," and Mitch Miller Chmt-
mas carols. 
The FCC voted 3-0 to slash prices on both 
Basic and Expanded cable services about 
I 0% by August. This will return rates to 
those of September 1992. Cable industry 
officials, as expected, are upset with the 
move, and say that it may end up hurting 
consumers in the form of less services in the 
future. 
The defense auorncys in the Rodney King 
federal trial left I 0 witnesses sitting outside 
Tuesday, Aprll6, 1993 
and reMcd their case early, expecting to throw 
the Federal prosecutors into disarray. Their 
closing statements asked for an immediate 
acquiual for their clients, saying that none of 
the charges againl>t them had been proved. 
Politics 
President Clinton is expected to ask Con-
gress to reconsider the Hyde Amendment that 
prohibited the federal funding of nbortions. 
Right now federal funds only help women 
whose lives arc tn danger. Clinton would like 
to open it up to all women. In related news, 
a US company has developed an abortion pill, 
and is in the procesll of discussing testing 
methods for it with the FDA. One of the 
major officials for Rescue America, a pro-
life organi7ation was arrested in Britain at the 
start of a proteM. Many members of the 
House of Commons would like to deport 
American<, who are protellting abortion rights 
there. Bruain has had legalized abortion for 
over I 0 years now. 
The White House released a $1. 1 bill ion 
dollar immunization package that would pro-
vide vaccinations for all children regardless o( 
financta l situation. Pr.jvate doctors would still 
be allowed to charge for the immunization but 
could not deny parents who could not pay. 
Many drug companies are against the measure, 
saying that there would be a decrease in the 
amount of drug development because of doubts 
about income and price spending. 
Community CoUncil addresses the community 
Continued from page I 
fall of 1994 to report on WPI's progress in the 
area of Affirmative Action. Students' com-
ments praised the African Market and the 
Cultural Festival held in late March as two of 
the best programs offered to promote diver-
sity. 
Campus ure 
WPI has made progress in this area over 
the past year. This year graduate student 
housing was offered for the first time. A 
survey was conducted to determine what types 
of housing students would prefer if WPI was 
to add to its housing base. In furthering this 
effort. WPI will have students and staff look-
ing at housing on some campuses in the 
Worcester area and elsewhere. Study lounges 
were also constructed in Daniels, Riley and 
Morgan to give students there the same facili-
ties as in other residences. 
In the areas of alcohol and substance abuse 
WPI has hired a part time alcohol educator as 
a counselor. This individual is also in charge 
of developing education programs and activi-
ties for the healthy alternatives floor in one of 
the residence halls. 
Students' comments in this area reflected 
the need for education to reduce incidents of 
racism, ostracism and non-community envi-
ronment prevalent in many areas of the com-
munity. The issue of hate crimes was dis-
cussed in particular reference to the editorial 
in Newspeak's March 30th edition and Janet 
Richardson, Dean of Student Life, responded 
that. "We have a long way 10 go on this issue." 
Attempts are being made to list available 
spaces for campus meetings on computer. 
Recommendations for this plan will be made 
by the end of the year and it should be in place 
some time next year. The hope is that groups 
will be t~ble to plan locations for their meet-
ings better if this information is readily avail-
able. 
Safety and Security 
Several improvements have been made in 
this area. WPI now inspects fire alarm sys-
toms twice each year. A new policy has been 
installed whereby the Worcester Fire Depart-
ment is notified immediately if a fire alarm is 
pulled to reduce their response time to poten-
tial fires. A personal safety committee has 
been set up on campus to offer programs for 
students, faculty and staff. For more infor-
mation, contact Residential Services. The 
Peer Educating Program focuses on sexual 
assault, alcohol, STD's, sexual orientation 
and rape. Space has also been provided in 
Fuller Labs for late night studying. A watch 
person is on-duty in the building from tO pm 
to 6 am. Some facilities, such as Harrington 
Auditorium and Alumni gym, have extended 
their hours of operation to allow students to 
use the facilities later in the evenings and on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
Students' comments referred to the possi-
bility of using student ID's as keys. 
Campus Center 
Significant progress has been made in this 
area. WPI hired architects and asked them to 
develop a plan to inc lude parking, an ME 
building, a residence hall and campus center. 
The plan that WPI has received can be seen in 
the SGA office. There are four options. 
Option I: full use of Riley and the construc-
tion of a new residence hall to replace this lost 
space ($12 +million). Option 2: partial use 
of Riley which includes use of the first floor 
and Gompei's and a connector to Daniels 
which would include the bookstore ($8 + 
million). Option 3: new building for a 
campus center to be located on the quad 
between Riley and Higgins Labs ($14 +mil-
lion). Option 4: conversion of Higgins Labs 
and moving the ME department ($11 + mil-
lion, not including replacing tbe space for 
ME). . 
The Trustees asked the architect to explore 
options 2 and 3 more fully and make a de-
tailed plan for each. President Strauss stated 
that the Trustees have not stressed a prefer-
ence among the options as of yet in response 
to a student question. 
In an effort to raise the money, WPI is 
planning its next major fund drive to raise 
$100 million by 2000 with the Campus Cen-
ter as a priority item. The major obstacle, as 
President Strauss agreed, was money. If a 
major donor can be located the process could 
be finished considerably faster than if WPI 
must rely on small number of donations to 
raise the money. 
This issue raised the most controversy 
among audience members. The level of frus-
tration was summed up in one student 's com-
ment, " I'm a sophomore here and, quite 
frankly, I'm pissed off!" Several students 
stressed that renovation of Riley or Higgins 
was not enough with one student stating that, 
"WPI should consider paying more up front 
so [it) doesn't have to pay more later." In 
response President Strauss said that the short 
term improvements should contribute 10 the 
long term goals. Another student who has 
volunteered to raise money from alumni by 
phone said that the usual response among 
alumni seems to be, "The school never gave 
me anything, why the hell should l give them 
anything?" 
Several students also volunteered ideas for 
what students here could do to help WPI get 
a Campus Center. One suggested liberal use 
,.f existing facilities to show the administra-
tion and the Trustees that students are com-
mitted to this idea and would use a Campus 
Center if it was built. A graduate student 
reminded the audience that students can not 
be selfish. Students must realize that none of 
them will see the Campus Center during their 
stay at WPI. He further stated that alumni 
must donate money to improve the school. 
The Council stressed that WPI now has 
rationale for WHY there is a need for a 
campus center and the argument is persua-
sive. 
If you have any comments or concerns that 
you would like to present to the Community 
Council please contact any of the four student 
members. They are: Ryan Daly '96, Nat 
Fairbanks '95, Mike Pereira '94 and Ray Bert 
'93. 
New off-campus Sufficiency option 
by Lui• ChutOfrllfsky 
Assistant Features EdiJor 
In December of 1992, an off-site Humanities 
Sufficiency project for WPI students was imple-
mented by the Humanities Department faculty. 
This new option would include both overseas 
projects as well as domestic projects. 
The off-site Humanities Sufficiency project 
is a seven week project of concentrated work 
worth one full unit of credit. To be eligible for 
these projects a student must complete, three 
WPI Humanities courses, or the acceptable 
equivalent approved by the Humanities faculty. 
A Pre-Qualifying Project (POP) may be re-
quired before the beginning of a project. 
Once approved for the projects, there are 
many flexible opportunities. The projects may 
include theater, performance, history, culture, 
music, literature and arts. Locations off-site 
may include San Francisco, San Juan, London, 
Washington, or Venice. 
As well as learning a certain curriculum in 
Humanities, students will also learn traditions, 
foreign experience, culture, and many human-
istic opportunities offered throughout the United 
States and tbe world. At the termination of the 
projects, which must be within seven weeks for 
full cre<lit, students submit a wrinen, and pos-
sibly oral report. 
The flexibility of the program gives students 
inaeased opportunities. Active learning brin~ 
faculty and students through intense learning fur 
Humanities and WPT's Global Program is ex-
panded by the overseas projects. Finally, WPI has 
yet another option which allows for off~pus 
projects, both foreign and domestic, and an inter-
esting way for oompleting a Suffici~ncy. 
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Bosnia - Ethnic Cleansin~: 
In the Heart of the Civilized 
World 
Speaker: Saffet Abidcatovic 
(Deputy Ambassador of 
Foriegn Affairs of the 
Bosnia-Hercegovina 
Commision to the United 
Nations) 
Wednesday, April 7, 1993 
Salisbury 115 (Kinnicut Hall) 
7:00pm 
"The True Story" 
SPORTS 
Men's bowling club to compete 
in national competition 
For the first time in 19 years the WPI 
bowling club will compete for an national title. 
The five member team qualified for the Asso-
ciation of College Unions-International on April 
17-18 in Dayton, Ohjo by finishing the regular 
season as one of the region's top four teams. 
A member of the Tri-State League, the WPI 
bowlers competed against other club and var· 
sity teams from UMASS-Lowell, Western New 
Englnnd College, University of Connecticut, 
SUNY-A lbany, MIT, Bentley, RPI, Coast 
Guard, and West Point. They will be one of 12 
teams and the only one from their region in the 
tournament 
The team is led by junior co-captains Mike 
Kruczynski and Brian Gibson, senior Clark 
Cardimino, junior Russ Beavis, and sopho-
Club hockey wins 
NECHA title 
From a local newspaper 
The WPJ men's ice hockey club recently 
captured the Northeast Collegiate Hockey 
Association title with an 8·7 victory over 
Springfield College. Owners of a 14· 1 0 overall 
record, the team defeated Salve Regina in a 
double overtime semifinal to reach the final 
game held Feb. 28 at the Wallace Civic Center 
in Fitchburg. Led by coach Dave Roy, seniors 
Mike Dolan and captain Chad Binkard, junior 
Eric MacNeill, sophomores Mike Shultz and 
Norm Gosselin, and freshman Mall Pelkey, the 
Engineers also won their regular season league 
title for the second year in a row. This is the 
Engineers' third NECHA title in five years. 
They won the NECHA in 1987-1988 as well as 
1989-1990. 
more Joe Trudelle. They are coached by Will 
Lussier who manages WPI's six on-campus 
lanes. "We see this tournament as a building 
block," says Kruczyn~ki. "We will have every-
one back next year (Cardimino will return as a 
graduate student) o if we don't do well in 
April, we at least know we will have another 
opportunity." 
But if history repeats itself the bowling club 
won't need next year. In 1974 the team of Jack 
Germaine, Gary Gastiger, Ed Karedes, Tom 
Burns, Randy Emerson, and Gary Anderson 
captured the Tri-State League and the first 
annual Gator National· the only national title in 
WPI sport history. 
Although the '74 team and the '93 team 
average similar scores, that doesn' t guarantee 
a similar finish . "We practice Wednesday, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, and are trying to 
get more time before leaving April 16." 
Four members of the '74 national champion 
team, Gastiger, Karedes, Burns, and Emerson, 
as well as WPI's Provost, Athletic, and Student 
Life offices, and the women's club bowling 
team and Student Government Association all 
helped pay the $2,400 needed for travel ex-
penses for the upcoming trip to Ohio. "We 
certainly want to thank everyone who has 
contributed to the cause," says co-captain 
Gibson. "Without their help, we wouldn't be 
going." 
If Gibson and Kruczynski, who holds the 
highest 3 game score at the WPI lanes (700), 
and fellow mates bowl their best WPI will be 
tough to beat. Gibson has bowled a 277 (one 
strike short of a perfect 300), and Clark has 
scored a 258 which included 7 strikes in a row. 
"We just want to be one of the eight teams 
that makes it into the final round," says Gibson. 
"From there, anything can happen." The cham· 
pion is determined by total pins knocked down. 
Attention Seniors: 
DeadllDe for submissions to speak or play a mulcal lnstnament at 
baceaulearaR Is Friday April 9th. Please send yoar topic, name, aod 
~fep~~n~ number to; Sh~rrl Cunia WPI•l183 
3rd Annual Nevvspeak Reader's Poll 
1.BestP~za~----------------------- 13. Best TV Show (Cartoon/--) ______ , 
2. Best Sit-Down Restaurant"- ------ 14. Best Professor ________ ___, __ • 
3. Best AM Hours ___________________ _ 15. Best Feature ofWPI _______ _ 
4.BestBeer _______________________ __ 16. Worst Feature of WPI _______ --t 
5. Best Nightspot_--'----------- 17. Best Feature of Newspeak __________ • 
6. Best Campus Social Event ______ _ 18. Worst Feature of Newspeak _______ -1 
7. Best Radio Station _____________ _ 19. Best Administration Office ______ • 
8. Best Musical Performer _______ _ 20. Worst Administration Office------• 
9. Best Campus Organization ______ _ 21. Best Way to Slide Down Boynton Hill __ , 
10. Best Sport's Team __________ _ 22. Favorite Campus Police Officer. ____ _ 
11. Best Euphemism for Vomiting ____ __ 23. Best Newspeak Columnist ______ _ 
12. Best TV Show (Live) _______ _ 24. Best Place to Road Trip ______ _ 
Fill out your poll and slip it tnto the Newspeak mail slot in the basement of Riley Hall or in campus mail, Box 2700. Identical, or nearly identical, entries will not be counted. 
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
Music Review 
by Brandon Coley and Tun Mtntur 
Net4'$pfltJicStqff 
"Pervmie" Jesus Jones 
I guess there isn't anything really BAD about this 
album, but I' ll be damned ifl can find anything good. 
Essentially, if you heard one or the two releases from 
"Perverse": '1lle Devil You Know" or "The Right 
Decision" the rest of the album is pretty much those 
songs over and over and over again. There is some 
use of some inten:sting sampling, and the last song, 
"Idiot Stare" docs deserve SOME credit for being 
probably the best song out of all of them, but overall 
"Perverse" is worth one listen only. Then you get 
sick of it. Real fast. GRADE: C-
"More Boy, Less Friend" Sprinkler 
Sprinkler docsn 't get much better. They tried, but 
all the songs on ' 'More Boy, less Friend" need More 
Originality and Less Monotony. The first song. 
"Wide Zcro", is good. Aft.er that, put in your 
earplugs. Imagine this: Get three stereos, have one 
play Nirvana, one play Ulwrence Welk, and the 
other Willie Nelson, simultancotrlly. You know 
-,, 
... 
what that sounds like? Garbage right? EXACTLY! 
Only in "More Boy, Less Friend" they don't even 
have the decency to vary the garbage, its just the 
sameoldgarbagconinfinitel~. (Havewesaidthis 
before???) GRADE: C-f 'Widc Zero" saved it from 
the NR rating) 
"AreYouGonnaC,oMyWay" unnyKravitz 
Well, believe it or not, this is the best offering we 
have this week. And that is NOT a compliment to 
Kravitz. Essentially, the title track is an EXCEL-
LENT song, enough to make you want to go out and 
buy this, but the rest of "Arc You Gonna Go My 
Way"is just a boring oollection of ballads. Lenny 
docs TRY to make it sound good. He docs range 
from sounding like Hendrix (on the title trnclc) to 
sounding like The Beatlcs or even Zeppelin on other 
t:raclcs. The rest ofthesongson "Are You GonnaGo 
My Way" sound like they arc ready for play on one 
of those "Mix", "Usten While You Work" radio 
stations where there is no elevator music, but no 
Hard R()d( -Just your easy favorites. MAYBE the 
single is worth money, but noc the LP. GRADE: C 
Jon .~ and Band feature act of April Fool's day Blowout. 
Excellent Medical Projects 
Still Available 
University of Massachusetts Medical Center 
Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine 
Saint Vincent Hospital 
MQPs IQPs 
All Majors 
Automated HIV Detection 
Reg~lation of C D7 Gene Expression 
Surgical Instrument Design 
New Bilayer Burn Garment 
3D Imaging of Wildlife Anatomy 
The Physicians Workstation 
Rapid Freezing Machine 
Digital X-Ray Imaging 
Exploratory Data Analysis 
Child-care PC Program 
Blood Pressure Monitor Teaching Aid 
Project Abstracts Displayed in Salisbury Labs, 4th floor 
Pleas!! contact Sudccp Sctlur, Salisbury Labs 30613, x5097 
ASKADOliT 
OUR PIZZA PARTY 
•• DISCOUNTS ... 
-
• _ .. ;~ ,.. ... ·.-. .... ~( ... ·.~. ... Our Original 
. ...  - :;--:--.. . HOMESTYLE %~-~~·~@~~ . . ~~~ ... ,_,(J):J\t~~-?')(~/ J' PIZ~ IS unhke ~~,;-~ ~"?:..,.g ..  ~;-: anythtngJou've 
'f:!f.,. ..... £:_~0~:." ~ · h :f~-<-~~~ ··· ever taste in t e 
• ~ .... ·' Worcester Area! 
= *Char-Broiled Burgers & Chicken 
•• *Fries & Onion Rings 
- *Homemade Soups 
•• *Veggie Pockets *Pastas 
- *Fresh Garden Salads 
FREE 
Delivery 
w/Min. 
Order = *Fresh (Haddock) Fish 'n Chips 
•• ~ 7~ 791-5551 • 
= liiaiiUiiiiiiidii•;iii.%T•iii.ii!K~'j~ : 
:=:Large Pizza ~$695:= 
- : (w/ 1 Topping) and 2 ... 20 Oz. : -
=:Large Pepsi's Ea. : = 
!!! L :!~!..~ ~!~!~ ~U~.E:::~·!X!~~ ~~.~::~!·2?::.~2.J •• 
Choosing a major? Changing 
your major? Confused about 
what to do? 
Let the Major Selection Program 
help you : 
WEIGH 
YOUR OPTIONS. 
MSP office: 1st Floor Boynton Hall 
MSP Library: 3rd Floor Boynton 
831-5012 
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Probe Ranger 'fbunderbird 
Mustang F-150 
AtrOSiar 
Taurus Bronco EsCQr/ 
Get $400 1b Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment. 
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates. 
You took endless tests and endured more all-
nighters than you can remember: It's time to rereive 
the credit you're due - savin~ on the Ford car or 
truck of your choice. 
And your Ford dealer can help. Right now, you can 
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993 
Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in-
centives being offered Qualified graduates amid make 
no OOw11 payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP. 
You can even defer your first payment up to lW days. 
This offer is available to college grads, grad school 
graduates and grad school students graduating 
between January 1, 1993 and Derember 31, 1993. 
So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up 
some extra credit - big savin~ on a Ford car or 
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved 
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase 
Program. For more ini>nnation call: 1-800-321-1536. 
FORD DEALERS 
PageS 
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COMMENTARY 
Cavey's Corner 
I thought history repeated itself? 
by Marc DiPu>tro 
Class of '95 
If time trnvel was possible, and any 
one of you went back in time to about 
ear1y October of 1986, and you looked 
me up and told me that in about six or 
seven yean>, Boston's professional sports 
teams weren't even contenders for any 
of their respective championships, I, 
along with the state of M~uscns, 
wouldn't waste the siliva in my mouth to 
spit at you for that kind of an insuiL Why 
would something like that ever happen 
that soon? The Cclticsjust won No. 16, 
the Patriots earlier in the year went to the 
Super Bowl and are atop the AFC East. 
the Bru1ns are still not 'ohowing any sign 
of a slumping season, and the Sox are in 
the World Series. Why would l think 
that Boston teams arc going to be Pre-
tender.. and not Contenders'? Because 
the state of Massachusetts was blissfully 
ignorant. We saw the light at the end of 
the tunnel. "Wow, the Celtics aren't the 
only team in Boston that can win it all 
after all!", we said 10 each other. That 
light at the end of the tunnel wns the 
hcadlamp of a freight train, there wasn't 
a damn thing that anyone (well, at least 
the farJS) could do about it. 
There was a lot of things on that 
freight train, too. Let's look at it. one 
team at a time ....... 
Tht Celtics 
This downhill slide was more like a 
road full of tacks, you drive O.K. for a 
while and then, BOOM!, you've got to 
stop for ten games to fix the Oat. It started 
in the '87 finals against L.A. The Celtics 
had so many injuries, that it was tough to 
put five men on the courL Walton, 
Wedman, Parish, McHale, even Bird 
was ailing with something. They losl in 
six games. Just after that. the sea>nd 
pick in the draft that had everyone green 
(pardon the pun) with envy vanishes into 
thin air. The death of Len Bias still 
leaves gaps in the plans of the Ceh1cs. 
Sloppy trading and unplanned retiring 
led to shoncr and shorter post-seasorto; 
for the ream. This was compounded in 
1989with l..o~rry B1rd's heels. The Cchics 
barely made the playoffs. Bird's injuries 
kept piling up. I hs back was the last 
straw. The Ccltics have been makmg 
progress. The post-seasons have been 
gelling longer. If this keeps up, they 
should be in the conference finals thiS 
year. The signing of McDaniel and the 
emergence of Douglas and Alan may 
help the cause, but most skeptic:. will 
find the help insignificanL Rofore now, 
the biggest gnp between champions has 
been live years. It's now seven and 
rising. How long it will rise is up to the 
C's. 
The Sox 
The Red Sox have been their own 
wor..t enemy. They don't know how to 
mix good pitching with good batting. 
They only know how to fix one at a time 
and then let the other one drop into the 
gu11er. In gencrnl, the pitching has al-
ways been a sore spot for the team. When 
lfurst left after the World Serie'i, the 
team just couldn't find a lefty pitcher 
with any hope. It hasn't been until 
recently that Viola has filled that ~>pot. 
Relief pitching i'n't a strong spot either. 
It never hns been. It could have been, if 
the Sox hadn't decided 10 trade certain 
people to Oakland, or to St. Louis. But 
now the bats have gone limp. This is 
trouble. It only tokes two or three reliev-
ers to strengthen a bull pen. You need at 
least five or six hitters to strengthen a 
line-up. The Sox have shown that since 
'86 that they don't really want to go back 
(they're ()..8 in the post-season since 
then, all losses against the A's). The only 
hope for this club is for Babe Ruth to take 
the curse away. Nothing else could 
possibly help. 
Just a Thought 
Significant Differences 
by Stephen BlOWn 
CAmpus Min.istry 
I have been increasingly aware of 
some significant differences between 
men and women lately. Now before you 
gasp in wonder at my ignorance, let me 
explain myself. Certainly I am aware of 
the physical and biological differences 
between men and women. But as l 
continue in my life's journey, it is clear 
that the most obvious differences are not 
even the most imponant ones. The real 
differences come in the values that are 
most important 
I I ere I am indebted to Carol GiUigan 
who has written about the way men and 
women are different in moral values. In 
short, men value conque...r. women value 
intimacy. In her book, A Different 
Voice, Gilligan gives a great example of 
this. It is her observation that when there 
is a dispute about the rules of a game 
being played, boys will argue about the 
rules and resolve the di pute and keep 
playing; girls will abandon the game to 
keep the friendship and good feelin~ 
about each other. Boys want to win, gir1s 
want to be friends. 
Such a difference might be trivial, 
but when it comes to understanding 
how we as men and women relate to 
each other, whether in personal, work, 
or social relationships, those differ-
ences really get in the way. For ex-
ample, look at the way we handle 
conflict. In an argument, men want to 
get to the right answer, figure out who 
is right and who is wrong, and get it 
over with. Women, on the other hand, 
want to understand and feel how the 
conflict has changed the relationship 
and the persons involved. 
Think about an argument you have 
had with your significant other. How 
often have we men just wanted to "GET 
IT OVER WID{" or just throw our 
hands up and run the other way. For us 
men, someone has to WTN the argument, 
and then go on with the game ... l mean 
relationship. Not so for women. They 
want to FEEL, to touch and be touched. 
They want time to be close, to cry nnd 
laugh, 10 just BB. For women, relation-
ships are the real stuff of life, and win-
ning and losing in a relationship has very 
little meaning. 
It is because of such differences I see 
so much pain in men and women trying 
to work out their conflicts in their rela-
tionships. Men are afraid very often to 
feel, to be intimate, to just "BE IN A 
RELATIONSHTP." Men need to know 
who is right and who is wrong, who is in 
charge and who is responsible. M01>tly, 
it is to make sure they are in charge, in 
control, dictating the tenns in a relation-
o;hip. And so often when the relationship 
gets in trouble and conflict arises, men 
either want to win or want out! 
Yet for all their need to control and be 
in charge. men can rarely decide to let go 
of a relatiorJShip; help make tough deci-
SJOOS in a relationship that will make it 
stronger or realize its over. WHY? 
Because to really work on a relationship 
means we guys have to feel, have to 
elCpose our own wounds and needs, and 
be exposed to others • needs and wounds. 
We men have to be intimate. And when 
you are truly intimate with anocher per-
son, right and wrong, losing and winning 
no longer have any meaning: it is the 
relationship that needs to win, not one of 
the people in it. 
That is the trouble for us men; if thete 
is nothing to win, why do it? We have 
created societies and structures Oike WPl, 
for instance) where being right, being 
first, and where winning is the essence of 
life. Then we get annoyed when women 
either don't like or want to fit Into our 
world. They are into friendships while 
we want to know the score. 
Tht IJrulns 
1l1e only thing plagucing the B's is 
the fact that they don't have enough luck 
in the end to win the whole thing, In '88, 
they u'ied it all up getung by Montreal in 
five game~ They didn't have enough 
left to win a game agairu.t the Oilers that 
year, they barely got by the Devils! (by 
the way, God couldn't beat the Oilers 
that year). In '90, the Spirit in the Sky 
shon-changed the Bruins. They should 
havedc!.troyed the Oiler;. I think that the 
Oilers stole the luck from the Bruirt'i. 
There i~ no way thm R:lnford could have 
stopped all of those shol" on skill alone. 
Now Pittsburgh is the big wall. Until the 
B's can get through this post-season 
blockade, (Oilers: 1-8, Penguins: 2-8~ 
the Cup won't runneth over Boston. 
The Patriots 
lllis is tough to tulk about, but easy to 
explain. Kiam wasn't n tactful man. He 
didn't know a foothall from a kumquat 
The team had no leader;hip. The coaches 
couldn't produce (McPherMln was the 
only one who showed life signs). As of 
right now, I believe that there arc two 
player; remaining from the Super Bowl 
team of '85. Without good players, you 
can't get a good team. The only hope the 
Pats have is the coach. Parcellc; hac; a trail 
a victory of mile long. Whether it gets 
cut now is up to the players. Speaking of 
which, where is free agency in action? 
Who hns the team picked up that r don't 
have to wince and ask "Who is this?" 
This team has shown the country that it 
can bounce back, will it do it again? 
Well,aboutthatquestion in last week's 
paper, the answer is ...... No. I and No. 2 
for Walter Brown (the orig1nal owner) 
and Arnold "Red" Aurebach. Only one 
winner this time. Mike G. gets himself 
a cigar (it's in the mail). Mike say!> that 
the question should be more challeng-
ing. Well, Mike, try this one out for size: 
In the '78-'79 football sea.<;On, John 
Smith was the place-kicker for the New 
England Patriot'>, but he was hun for 
most of the season. Who was the re-
placement for Smith? (! lint: Think of 
the curse of bad tr.tding in BoMon, this 
guy turned out to be pretty good). Fir;t 
three right get the cignr. Good luck and 
GO BRUINS! 
TFM 
Aliases 
by MegaZone 
This is going to be fairly short, as the 
author has nn amanng amount of work to 
do. For once I don't have bad news to 
give you, no crackers, eledronic van-
dals, or administrative cutbacks. Must 
be a slow week. So back to the help 
column this staned out to be. 
I 've been asked about creating an 
alias for elm, to allow the u!)er to mail 
to a long list of addresses, or simply a 
long addres~. without typing the en-
tire list in each time. One way to do it 
is to use the 'alias' feature within elm 
itself. Unfortunately this normally 
doesn't allow you to edit the alias later 
to add or remove names from the list. 
There is, however, another way. 
Olange to your .elm (dot-elm) direc-
tory and edit a new file called 
'aliases.t.ext'. In this file you will enter 
your aliases in the format of. 'aliasname 
= full-name = list of addresses separated 
by commas'. For example: skunkworks 
= skunk-works = skunk-
works@ harbor.ecn.purdue.edu, which is 
the address for the Skunk Works mailing 
list. Instead of entering the entire address 
I can simply mail to 'skunkworks'. You 
can create as many alia.o;e.<, as you'd like, 
placing each on it's own line. Once done 
save the file, and at your prompt enter 
'newalins'. This will read the file and 
create the files elm need'> to usc. 
I've also received several ques-
tions on customizing accounts. I keep 
many of the files in my account public 
so others can read them for reference. 
lf you arc interested in trying things 
on your own look at .login, .cshrc, 
.Xdefaults, .XliStartup, and .twmrc, 
all in -megazone. Also -megazone/ 
.elm/elmrc. If a file is publicly read-
able in my account, it is deliberate. 
Feel free to poke around. If you have 
any questions email megazone@wpi 
or write to Newspeak Box 2700 Attn. 
TFM. Or ask me in person, I'm easy 
to o;pot. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
New Vice President of SGA 
by Chris Freeman 
N~Edilor 
Barbaro Doyle is the newly elected 
SGA vice president. She is a junior ME 
student and has been actively involved in 
SGA since B term when she became a 
Senator. Besides SGA, she is in-
volved in several other organizatiorJS 
on campus including the Diversity 
Committee, the Vegetarian Society, 
Students for Social Awareness, and 
Masque. 
. 
When questioned about the major 
issues on campus for the upcoming 
year, she stated that the campus center 
was definitely "number one on the list.' 
She is currently the chairperson of the 
campus center commillce and plans on 
distributing a survey 10 all WPI students. 
This survey will be an attempt to try to 
determine the needs of the students. She 
hopes to receive a good response and 
feels that this is a way for the general 
population to tnlce an active part in the 
building of the center. 
Doyle also feels that unity and in-
volvement on campus should receive 
emphasis. Through her work on the Di-
versity Committee, she his helping to 
create a student-based creed for the cam-
pus. This creed will basically state "how 
we want to be treated and how we should 
WORCESTCR POLYTECHNIC lNSTJ1VT'E 
· S·G·A· 
S11JDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
treat others." This creed stresses in-
volvement and integriry among other 
qualities. She hopes that the creed will be 
finished by the time the new Freshman 
arrive so that they can begin with a 
positive attitude towards the campus. 
She also feels that those who choose to 
pledge a Greek orgnnizlltion should be-
come more involved. She feels that 
"once they become members, they go to 
their house and they aren't as active they 
could be." She went on to say that this 
further breaks up the unity of the cam-
pus. Finally she felt that the fifteen dollar 
increase in the student social fee will 
help bring the campus together. She 
stated that this money helps all of the 
student run organizations. Without 
the money, a student does not have as 
much of an opportunity to become 
involved. 
In closing, she stated that she would 
like to see "the students getting to 
know SGA better." She says that 
plans will be made for SGA to become 
more prominent so they can "get out 
there and get to the students." She feels 
that there is much more happening on 
campus than most srudents are aware of 
and that "students need to be made aware 
so that they can get involved." She 
closed with, "SGA is here for the stu-
dents." She urges that anyone with o 
"problem or concern should come to 
SGA. They are able to get things done." 
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COMMUNITY UPDATE 
WPI Traditions Day: 
Pie-eating and candle lighting the most fun you can have for under 1000 calories 
By Matt J ohnson '93 consumed a pic. 
The clock will begin when the first member 
leaves the Marting line, and stops when the 
final member of the team crosses the starting 
line. SAS member' will be keeping time and 
refereeing to ensure that no one leaves the 
starting line before the whistle, or before the 
previou!> team member crosses the line. They 
also will ensure that every contestant keep!> 
their handl-o behind their back while eating the 
pic and that each contestant finishes their pic. 
The Student Alumni Associution will once 
again bring you your favorite Traditions Do~y 
lunch time activity, the Pie-Eating Contest. 
Just like last year we will bl! serving up 
Chocolate Cream Pies from 12:00 noon un-
til I :00 PM on the quad. Any student group, 
sports club, academic or administrative de· 
partmcnt, residence hall noor, professional 
society (Hey .6..S.Cf, time to bear t\.J.QJ.E one 
more time!! !), or group of indivtduab may 
enter a team. Each team must consist of five 
members: an organization may enter up to 
three teams free of charge. 
Still not convinced pie eating is for you, 
your group or organization, then look at the 
pri7es, yes, prizes. SAS knows that pigging out 
for free on delicious chocolate cream pies and 
at the same time showing a little school spirit 
is lots of fun, not to mention hilarious to watch, 
but we also realize a little payoff for the team 
with the fastest and second faMesr time wtll 
make it all worth it. 
Contest winners will receive the Pie· 
Eating Competition Winner's Trophy, Tra-
ditions Day T-Shir ts for the leam, and 
Gompei's Piua for the organlulion (up to 
SO people!). The runner-up learn will re· 
celve the Runner-up Trophy and Tradi· 
lions Day T-Shirts. 
Now that you realize the benefits of the 
Pie-Eating Contest let me explatn the proce· 
dure and rules. Each team must consist of 
five members, each contestant must finish an 
entire chocolate cream pie {don't eat right 
before the competition) and the winner of the 
contest will be the team that fin ishes five pies 
in the fastest time. The way the competition 
works is that each team will line up at the 
starting line, the starting line is a short dis-
tance from the pie-eating table. 
At the sound of the whistle, the first member 
of each team will run from the starting line to 
the pie-eating table, sit down with hands be· 
hind their back and proceed to consume the pie, 
then run back to the starting line. Once the first 
member of the team crosses the starting line the 
next member may leave and start the process 
all over again until all five team members have 
If you hove a g roup together then look for 
entry forms in Newspeak or your organiza-
tions' mail box in the Student Activities 
Office. The deadline to sign up is Apri l 9'h so 
return your entry forms as soon as possible. If 
you have any questions about the Pic-Eating 
Contest, feel free to contact Nancy Koc:zera at 
757-2206 or Walter Krct7cr at 756-5273. 
After eating all that pie a nice waJk around 
the campus in C<lndlc light would be a go<Xl way 
to work off those extra calories and relax at the 
end of Traditions Day. The Traditions Day 
Twilight Candle Lighting Ceremony will be 
held on the quod at dusk. TI1c WPI Community 
is encouraged to show up on the quad and walk 
through the campus by Citndle light and li!tten 
to guest 'ipcakers and songs about WPI. 
Candles will be handed out at the begin-
ning of the Candle Lighting Ceremony and 
the light will be pa-;sed until everyone' candle 
is lit. Then the lighted procession will be led 
through the campus. Once the prOCC!t'>ion 
returns to the quad the WPI Glee Club will 
perform song!. about WPI. Next the keynote 
speaker Dean Emeritus William R. Grogan 
'46 will address the group. lie will be fol-
lowed by Lenny Kuniholm '38 (Chrome 
Dome) who will be speaking about past life at 
WPI. In closing, Alex Papianou '57 will be 
speaking brieny and then leading the group in 
the Alma Mater. 
For Yellowed Pages 
Recycling bins for old telephone books have 
been placed in the second floor or Gordon Library, 
Fuller Labs and Washburn Shops as well as on the 
first floor of Atwater Kent, Boynton, Goddard, 
Kaven, Olin and Stratton Hnlls, and Higgins and 
Salisbury Labs. Call ext. 5454. 
Boston Billiard Club's Bean pocket Tournament: 
Benefits the Student Environmental Action Coalition 
Boston Billiard Club is taking entries 
for its third annual Beanpocket Tourna-
ment, a collegiate poollournament to ben-
efit the Student Environmental Action 
Conl ition, the largest student-led and stu-
dent-s taffed environmental organization 
in the nation. Massachusetts college stu· 
dents arc invited to enter 5 member teams. 
Teams w ill be required to make a donation 
entry fee of $25.00 ($5.00 per student). 
The deadline for entry is Friday, April 9th. 
Interested students shou ld call 617-536-
POOL(Boston)or 508-H52-2121 (Worces-
ter) for more information or tO receive 
entry forms. 
The Beanpocket Tournament will take 
place on Tuesday, April 20th in Boston 
and Wednesday, April 21st in Worcester 
starting at 6pm. The single elimination 8-
ball tournament will involve teams of col-
lege students competing against rival 
schools. Prizes w ill be awarded to cham-
pions in Boston and Worcester. Sponsors 
and prize donors confirmed to date include 
Den & Jerry's, Boston Bartenders School, 
Boston Deer Works, Boston Phoenix, New 
England Whitewater Rafting Center, Nug-
get Records, Sunset Grill & Tap, and 
University People Magazine. 
According to Boston Billiard Club 
owner Howard Shoer, last yea r 's 
Beanpocket was a successful fundrnising 
event, with a sizable donation going to 
The Student Environmental Action Coali-
tion. For the pa'it two consecutive years, 
MIT ha!> been the undisputed Beanpocket 
Champion. Says Shoer, •'Pool is a favorite 
pastime for many college students, und 
the Beanpockct Tournament provides an 
opportuntty for them to support environ-
mental activism while having fun." Dedi· 
cated to stimulating student interest in 
environmental causes and raising funds 
for SEAC, Shoer is working with SEAC's 
regional o ffi ce to plan the event. 
Spectators are invited to the Bean pocket 
Tournament nnd can play their own games 
of pool on Boston Billiard Club's 
Brunswick Gold Crown pool tables, or 
enjoy other attraction including high-tech 
video games, pinball, and wide-screen 
TV's. SEAC members will be on-site to 
distribute information on environmental 
cau'ies and to accept new member!>. 
Diversity Committee calls for new members 
by Mego7.one 
The Diven;ity Committee is striving to create a 
statement of the social expectation\ for the WPI 
community, a "campus creed" of ~rts. A group 
of concerned student'>, we meet in the Robert H. 
Beckel! Conference Room, !.Ccond floor Fuller 
Labs, at 4:30 on Wednesday aflemoons. We 
welcome anyone who has ideas or concerns about 
the future of the WPI community or the programs 
available. To better rcprc:.cnt the entire commu· 
niry, we would like to know what the words in the 
below list mean to you. We're not looking for a 
dictionary definition, but rather what you think 
and feel when you hear them. Please email your 
replies to gmorse@'wpi or matl them to Greg 
Crohn's and Colitis 
Foundation of 
America Bowlathon 
The Strike Out Crohn's and Colitis Bowlathon, 
sponsored by Caremark Inc, will take place on 
April 18, 1993, at Noon at Town and Country 
Lanes, Shrewsbury. Anyone interested in bowl-
ing, sponsoring a bowler, or making a donation to 
this event, call {617) 449-0324. The Crohn's and 
Colitis Foundation of America is the only non-
profit health organization dedicated to finding a 
cure for Crohn's disease and Ulcerative Colitis. 
Morse Box 2879. 
Respect. dignity, freedom, integrity, trw.t, jus-
tice, understanding, communication, apprecia· 
tion, individuality, education, compas:.ion, !tCnSi· 
tivity, e~e plorarion, and responsibility. 
Thank you. Working together we feel that we 
can make the WPI experience good for everyone. 
Campus Hearing 
Board elections 
Once again the time has come for Campus 
Hearing Board elections. For all of you who do not 
know what the Boord is, listen up. When an 
alleged injustice occurs, the Board acb as a tribu· 
nal in settling the matter, and only meets when 
such an instance arises. The job on hand i!. to elect 
four (4) full-time undergraduate students, except 
seniors, to two elected and two alternate seats. To 
begin the quest, one must pick up a petition at the 
Student Government OfY'ace and get the neces-
sary signatures. Once that simple detai l is taken 
care of, go to the Student Life Office and drop it 
off. All students are SIIOngly encouraged to meet 
the challenge and run for the distinguished posi-
tion. Some imponant dates to keep in mind: 
April 13: Petitions Due 
Deadline For Incumbents Reentry 
April 23: Elections 
Thanks for Your Support, 
Elections Committice. 
The Crimson & Gray applications open for new members 
Last year, the Alumni Office in conjunction 
with Student Life initiated a new student group 
called the The Crimson and Gray. Members of 
the group serve as "ambassadors" for the col· 
lege during major campus events. Thirty stu· 
dents joined the Crimson and Gray in its first 
year and helped host such major events as 
Odyssey of the Mind, Commencement, Re· 
union, Homecoming, the Presidentinl Advisory 
Council's winter forum and the WPJ Venture 
Forum's annual workshop. 
1l1e Crimson and Gray has become an im· 
portnnt service organization on the WPI cam· 
pus. 
With several members graduating in May, 
applications for Crimson and Gray member· 
ship are now open. Students who join accept 
the role of representing WPito alumni, parents, 
prospective students and other gue~ts visiting 
the WPI campus for !.pccial programs and 
events. Their responsibilities range from wei· 
coming visitors, registering guests and provid-
ing information about programs, to answering 
questions about the school, giving tours and 
escorting gue!.ts to designated locations. Inter-
ested students are required to anend an initial 
training session and a briefing session before 
eacll program they work. 
Applications for The Crimson & Gray an: 
available now from both the Alumni and Stu-
dent Life Offices. The group is limited to 30 
members; the application deadline for this year 
is Wednesday, April 21, 1993. If you have any 
questions about the program please call Lisa 
Hastings, Director of Young Alumni Programs, 
at 831-5072. 
MQP Workshop 
An oral prescntauon workshop to prepare 
senior MOP presenters will be held at 4:.30 pm on 
Wednesday, April7, In Salisbury Labs 104. For 
more infonnarion, contact Barbara McOmhy, 
instructor of communication~. at ext. 5503. 
Free Chocolate Cream Pies 
Yes, it's that time of year again when The Student Alumni Society sponsors TRADI· 
TIONS DAY on April 20, 1993. Back by popular demand is the third annual Pie Eating 
Contest . Anyone can enter, even faculty members; all you need is a group of five people. 
So mark your calendar to be on the Quad at noon on Tuesday, April 20th. So go ahead an 
fi ll out the entry form below by April 9 and return it to e ither Walter KrelZer Box 2704 
or Nancy Koczera Box 600. 
PIE EATING CONTEST 
Team Name:----------------------------------------------------
Contact Person:-----------------------------------
Phone#·----------------------------
RETURN TO EITHER W. KRETZER BOX 2704 OR N. KOCZERA BOX 640 
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CLUB CORNER 
AIAA 
Hello again. I have a very important announce-
ment this week, so listen up. There will be a 
meeting this Tuesday, the 6th, at 4:30 Higgins I 09. 
At this meeting. we will be holding elections for 
next years officers. We want as many members 
there as possible to hear what the candidates have 
to say, and to vote for the person you would like. 
You can't complain if you don't vote, and your 
vote does make a difference (and all that 01hcr 
stuff, ad infinitum). 
Other important annooncements ... We thank 
Andy Peterson for the design that will be appear· 
ing behind future :micles (or possibly even this 
one.) I will be holding a model rocket launch on 
any free weekend this month, if I can get a good 
rumouL Let me know, at the meeting, if you are 
interested. Also, Clptain Debbie Dean will be 
back sometime this month. WE should know the 
date by this meeting, and I will let you know next 
week. 
Thru's all fmm me for this week. Please be at 
the meeting. Your nttcndance b very important. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
look elsewhere in this paper for the 
hunger clean up. Sorry guys! The pledge fellow-
ship wa.s postpOned after I had written the club 
comer, look for it the l:ller pan of this month. Also 
on suggestion I am going to run another Midnight 
Bowling with aark. This one will be candlepin 
(heh! We're going real bowling this rime! !XStacey 
Logan is going to make it this rime I promise ..... ) 
and will not include getting rnonetnry pledges. (If 
you want to get real pledges ... well keep your hands 
to yourself) Advice never overload during the 
final term of lOP. I am also too busy too be writing 
this right now. I still need to find that six pack of 
Killian's Red. ... here six here sex (oops!) Well 
later all. 
BESf OF WCK TO MEN'S BOWLING! 
KICK SOME ASS GUYS! 
American Society of Civil 
Engineers 
Thanks to all of you who attended the Omcrete 
Canoe Race at URI. Our canoe's, "Baaattering 
Ram" and ul!lue U Away" did well at the races, 
especiaUy considering the inclement weather. We 
put some holes in the competitions canes, as usual. 
The spaghetti brirtoe contest was a suocess as Bill 
and Brian's bridge won the contest, but they put 
the prize money to good usc buying balsa wood for 
their bridge that was tested at the contest last 
Friday at lJRI. Just for the recofd the filS( thfee 
finishers werociviiL AltbouaJI lbeSirongeat bridge, 
holdii'J 18?.~ lb&. was dooeJby Paul Oassler, it 
did not follow the OOOtat NICS clOSely and lbst 
pOints [n teYUai categOries. taking It oot of I he 
running. The lightcsl bridge bw1t by Brian Treece 
weighed only .103 lbs but only held the loading 
apparatus before failing (Oh Well). The most 
intricate bridge was built by Camara's group and 
looked a lot like a New England covered bridge 
with its crossing lattice. Seniors, you can get 
interviews from the ASCE job survey, at least one 
person has had an on-site interview with one of the 
firms, get your resumes out. 
BiiAGA 
Well, ln~t week our meeting went very well 
thanks to the efforts of lots of people. The movie 
night was t1 success and we appreciate everyone 
for taking the time to stop by and sec the movie as 
well as help with set-up and clean-up. We want to 
send a special thanks to the group from Worcester 
State for coming to the movie. 
As uf now, we don't have an agenda for our next 
meeting, but we'll inform you in the next 
Newspeuk. Thanks again everyone. 
Men's BowUng Tham 
It 's officially official! We have plane tickets! 
The bowling team is going to Daytona to compete 
in the ACU-1 National Team Championships. 
Yeah, Daytona, baby. We' ll be soaking up the sun 
on the beach in between each set. Cln't wait to 
leave the cold weather ... What do you mean we're 
not going to Daytona?! I have my ticket right here. 
See, it says Dayt. .. DaytonOH? Where the hell is 
DaytonOH? OHIO??!! Must be a misprint .. 
Most people on c:ampus do not know that the 
school has Men and Women's bowling teams, or 
even a bowling center. For those who are search-
ing for something different to do on the weekends, 
the bowling center is open from S to 10 pm on 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. For only $2.65, you 
can bowl three games and rent a pair of bowling 
shoes. 
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
Announces 
Resident Advisor 
Positions 
for the 
Frontiers/Strive 
Program 
July 1 -July 23, 1993 
Applications and Job Descriptions 
Are Available from Residential 
Services 
Applications due by April12, 1993 
Random Thoughts: Will, you've seen how easy 
it is to quit. now it's your tum ... Student league 
bowlers: Remember, your second league match is 
tonight. 4/6, at 5:00 ... Beware team members, the 
wall of shame lurks .. . 
Tunc in next week when Methane Man will try 
to perfect the conversion of double chocolate 
donuts to methane. And as always, remember to 
keep your balls on the lone and your mind out of 
the guner. 
Christian Bible FeUowship 
This Friday'!.. meeting should prove to be both 
entennining and instructive. Aside from the Ul>UUI 
the message will be about Easter. I encourage you 
nil to attend, and hope to see you there. The 
meeting will be in Higgins labs, room 101 at 
7:00pm. Tomorrow night is our regularly scllCd· 
ulcd Prayer and Share meeting. It is held from 7:00 
- 8:00pm on Wednesday!> in Beckett conference 
room of Fuller l ..1bs. Finally, keep May I open on 
your culendars. That day will be our end of the yeur 
banquet, with food, entertainment. and probably 
some slides. For more information, call 792-
IJ4H3. 
'"The angel said to the women, "Don't be afraid, 
for I know that you are looking for Jesus, who was 
crucified. He is not here; he has risen, just as he 
said.... Matthew 28:5-6. 
This Friday is Good Friday. It is the dny when 
Chri~t was nailed to the cross. He was the only 
perfect human, yet because he loved us, He died 
for our sins. However, this Sunday is Easter. It is 
the day we celebrate the rising of Christ. Because 
He rose from the dead into heaven, we now have 
hope of eternal life. All we must do is truly ask 
Christ to come into our hearts. Have a joyous 
Easter celebrating the resurrection of Christ!! 
Hillel 
Shalom y'alll I hope classes are going well. 
Did everyone have a good seder? Sergio's was 
great, but I hope your seder was peaceful and 
meaningful wherever it was! Happy Pas.c;overl 
(Does DAKA do Matzoh? I don't think so.) 
Don't forget. .. Rabbi Wasserman will be here 
every Wednesday evening around 5:30 at the 
CRC. Services m at Oark every Friday evening. 
There will be a Holocaust program entitled 
"They Fought Back" at B.U. on April 17th and 
25th. Call Karl for more info. (791-2992). 
'Till next week ... SHAWM. 
Indian Students Organi'mtion 
Greetin~ fellow Indians. As you may know 
the all new Indian Students Organization headed 
up by the indomitable Deepak X. Narain has 
started rolling. It is clear from their selfless efforts 
at this years Cultural Festival that our new officers 
definitely mean business. Just ask Putti, and he'll 
give you a very vivid desaiption of what he plans 
to do as the new Co-chairperson. As usual, ISO 
made its mark at this years Cult Fest, and special 
recognition is deserved for that fantastic dance 
performed by Acharya, Acharya, Acharya, 
Aeharya, .Kazmi and Madhu. It was nice to see the 
new officers participating hand in hand with us 
humble members - many thanks to Sarah who 
helped out with the dance, DeepaJc who helped 
extensively with the display stand and Putti, who 
diligently served 25 samosas. What exactly hap-
pened to the remaining liS is still a mystery. Also, 
thanks to everyone who showed up and explained 
things to all those curious hippies who came to 
smell the incense. 
uns and Ughts 
Here we go again ... another exciting (not!) Oub 
Comer from Lens and Lights, the club that brinWJ 
you magic and mayhem on an almost daily basis. 
Speaking of daily events, when are those two days 
when we aren't doing anything? A lot of us need 
to schedule some extra sleep. 
Nioe job lasl week for an of yoo who worlccd the 
LnL weekend of death. A Holy Ooss show and a 
Pub show bade 10 back is no simple feaL Even 
though there were some complaints you all should 
noc take them too seriously. Apathy is widesptead 
on campus, but not in l.JlL (except for Sl's). Very 
few people would give up over 48 straight hours of 
their weekend to volunteer their services to the 
WPI community. If you think you are up 10 the 
challenge of Le:ns and Lights, don't complain: join 
the club. 
Nai-Ni Olen dance went very well thanks to all 
of those who sacrificed a night's sleep and a day's 
classes to make the event go well. Strike was really 
interesting. especially with Kemble's gaffers tape 
bowling ball and the President's artwork of dan-
ger. Hmmm. How did those shots of Worcester 11 
night get into the video bio-boatd? 
NEW VOICES! It's closet than yoo think! Get 
involved! Setup starts yesterday and continues till 
it'a done. 
Tuesday, April 6, 1993 
Quad Fest '931 Final plans are coming together 
and there will be plenty to do all day, beginning 
very early in the day on Wednesday the 21st. Get 
out those hair driers and par cans and dry off the 
Quad. 
Quotes,quotes,who'sgotthequorcs?Newspeak 
had a great one; it seems our VP is a more 
suspicious person than you might think. 
Masque 
lt'sonly how many weeks until NEW VOICES 
II ?? ONE? Yik That 's right • next week, the 
twenty plays of Nc Voices II go up and nrc going 
to be absolutely 1 rcdible. Inside information 
tells me thnt peoplu will come from miles around. 
It will be a very busy cek ... Come see the show!!! 
If you're in the ~o~. definitely rome! Bring 
friends, hring e mi that you want to tum in to 
friends -cause that's how wonderfull New Voices 
II i!>. I personally lhink Trish and Jeremy are 
doing a swell job· "~(ell as the hundi"Ctb of other 
student!> involved! I ~ess I !>hould say congratu· 
lations to Prof. S~ Vlck for being advisor to a 
sufficiency that was one 'bf three chosen for the 
Class of 1879 Award!! would congratulate the 
winner himself, but it's ~"'t that'd be wetrd. 
So, hooray for our sidch:lu~ · it il. happening 
• in a BIG way. Te11 ever~c ut it. We, as 
Masque, will be building staging~ TRIBUlA-
TIONS (live band!), pigg Jet-up other stuff, 
AND providing sccurit (or the evening show 
THEY MIGHT BE GIA • Michael Bleyhl 
for details- who else?). Chai . · k Fence will be 
making an p~rance, ~! I hear the guy 
coordinatin r, oli ai"-~t's me again, 
never mind. u t: mind, can't 
think of one (slee s n ights, and clueless 
are my days). Ok, e h no . : Remember 
: I) NEW VOIC is XT W . 2) Also, 
QuadFest is April 2 st. ren has nothing to 
say. I' ll give a special p to anyone (besides 
Enlt) who can tell me who's kyard the recent 
photo of me in the newspaper w ken in ... Here 
is something neat to know: The ue will be 70 
years old this year. 
Newman Club 
Cancel all your plans for tonight! Put off your 
homework I Blow off your project meetinr:>! Tha 
annual Lenten ~treat is tonight at the religious 
center starting at 5:00. Dinner will be provided. 
This was a t~mendous success last year, and 
hopefully this year will be even better. Hope to see 
a lot of you there. 
Amazing as it may seem, the end of the year is 
in sighL Results of the election of new officers will 
be announced shortly, and you know what that 
means: Installation mass! This huge mega-event 
is slated for April 25 and aU of us who missed the 
bishop at Christmas will be looking forward to 
seeing him. 
Also along this end-of-the-year theme, the last 
cookout of the year will be held on April 30th 
starting at 5:30. This will be your last chance to see 
everyone from Newman before summer as well as 
to say ~ye to our graduating seniors. (That is, 
if they're not working 24 hours on their MOP.) 
This may be my last club comer as your humble 
secretary, or it may not be, so let me just say, 
"Never twist a green chair until you climb that 
ocean!" 
American Nuclear Society 
Hidey Ho neighbors! Now that spring is finally 
beginning to show its face (although you would 
never know it by the rain and snow storm we are 
having as I write this article), the ANS has planned 
many eventS for April. Tomorrow, Apri17, we are 
going 10 tour the MIT reactor and afterwards spend 
some time in the Boston area. The tour is sched-
uled for 4:00 so we will be leaving the ~ at 
2:30. If you are interested please leave a note at the 
reactor ASAP. On Saturday, April 10, we are 
going to tour the Sam Adams Brewery in Boston. 
Again please let either Rob or Kim know at the 
reactor if you would like to tagalong. 
There is also a meeting scheduled on Apn114 
at noon. We have not yet deeidcd on the place so 
stay tuned for further details. We will be having 
elections for next year so if you want to have a say 
in what goes for next year, be sure to show up. 
Finally, GET READY FOR 1liE 1ST ANNUAL 
ANSBARBECUE!!!III ItisscheduledonWcdnes-
day,ApriJ28from4:00to8:00. We will behaving 
the traditional cookout foodstuffs (hot dogs. burgers, 
watermelon, etc). There will also be volleyball 
and prizes and games. Make sure yoo don't miss 
this gala event That's it ror now, until the neX1 
time REMEMBER- Nukes make bener BREED-
ERSII 
National Sodety of Pershing Rifles 
Hello, troop! E-12 Cavalry has ocr1ainly been 
busy this month. We planned extravagant adven-
tures, including physic:al fitness tests and FT'X's. 
see club corner, page 10 
Tuesday, April 6, 1993 
GREEK CORNER 
AXP 
Well, my maternity leave is over, so 
once again the greek column lives on! You can 
say what you want about me being a punt, but 
at least my picture doesn't appear on Canadian 
milk cartons ... 
Anyway, it 's business as usual at the 
crow house ... our Around the World p;my on 
Friday was again a blast, and, as the name 
implies, the bash left most of our heads spin-
ning around and around. And for most of exec, 
the fun rolled over into Saturday, as the im-
bibed got to drive down to Pennsylvania early 
that morning for a leadership seminar. I' m 
sure that that little road trip will provide next 
week's column with plenty of good subject 
matter. 
Better late than never - th:ll 's what the ol' 
postulants must be saying, after Kmiec was 
visited by Uncle Ben the other night. We have 
an old saying here at the Delta house, Poleski, 
"Don't get mad, get even"! 
This just in: Soccer intramurals are alive 
and well, so now we have somethin' besides 
noor hockey to get beat inl Seriously, though, 
we should be contenders, at least until we play 
somebody better than us. 
Good News ... Night in Chi Rho is offi-
cially on and set for April 17th, and I think that 
our beloved treasurer should pass the torch to 
his little brother. Don't worry, Luke, it won't 
be any worse than the sheep! 
Speaking of NlCR, the baM:ment MUST 
be finished by then, do your part down there to 
make this event, and all others, enjoyable ones. 
Finally, I'll close with a fund-raising 
idea for Komess: Sell the goddamn marga-
rine!!! Later, Jerkies ... 
So back again. How's everyone doing? I'm 
sure we've all had an exam by now; the stress 
is mounting, but just remember -5 more weeks! 
I would like to say congratulations for more 
officers/chairmen: 
Joy La Pointe: Alumnae Relations 
Kayann Wright: Spirit Chairman 
Wendy Manas: Song Chairman 
Anne Holt: Assistant Treasurer 
Mary Auger: Assistant Rush Chairman 
Laurie LaRouche: Panhellenic Vice Presi-
dent Activities 
Karen Fessenden: Panhellenic Secretary/ 
Treasurer 
Happy birthday to Monika Lehky, Cindy 
Moser, and Joy 
-And Heide's off to a good lead-
We'd like to say thanks to A TO for the boxer 
bash last TUesday and to Zeta Psi for the Social 
Friday. Don't forget the AGO/FJn Garden 
Party's tomorrow. 
- But Mary 's coming in for contention 
- And it's Heide again -
- But what's this- Kristin's coming out of 
nowhere-
Just a side note about Ouadfest: it 's April 
21st and there are NO CLASSES! There will 
be a barbecue, a band, and the AGO twister 
tournament. 
HB, thanks for making time for the Rush 
workshop. And to Christine, "what happened?" 
- and it's Mary again-
- 100 meters to go and Kristin's giving i1 her 
best shot - does Mere know? -
- Mary wins. Congratulations 
One last thought: IN this special week, we'd 
just like to say thanks to all our seniors: Donna 
Villa, Dayna Cornell, LeeAnne Demers, Anne 
Manning, Jill Rusiecki, Michelle Boucher, 
Deana Day, Jane Weddleton, Yee-Fung Tjie, 
Nancy Koczer, Kim Persing, Katie Lambert, 
Holly Lightbody, Jen Goggins, Rhonda Ring, 
Kathy lngemi, Becca Drumbor, Kim Philipp, 
Heather Russell, Sherri Currin, Beth Newton, 
Gunilla Oberg, Donna Underwood, Christine 
Fillion, Jen Hodge, and Chris Cafarella. 
We love you and will miss you! 
ATQ 
Congratulations to all the newly initiated 
I knew you guys could do it. If 
hard times are over,just waituniJ•-•m 
~~ d4¢.;ri:d 
chuckers in 
etc .. ) get a hfe a 
Congratulations to the Matnbrace crowd, 
· you've found a new roommnte for next year. 
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Jay Teno will continue in the traditions of 
stupidity. If Kevin Weed (aka Rocky) doesn't 
watch out he'll be living with them soon. 
Hey Duper I'm glad that your girlfriend 
finally admitted that I was her second favorite 
ATO. She didn't say I was her favorite because 
you would have been jealous. To the member.. 
of the Brig: Clean your room, it smells like 
crap. 
To all of you who missed last week's article 
it was locked in the pledge fridge by order of 
Dawson. 
REMEMBER TO BUY YOUR TICKETS 
FOR TilEY MIGIIT BE GIANTS! 
QUADFEST IS APPROACHING! 
Jeopardy for this week: The answer ... lt 's 
coming soon to a dining room table close to 
you. 
AXA 
I was right! All the predictions I made last 
week came true. Jlere's what I didn't predict 
happening: The local kids from the Youville 
House decided to ambush ll of our guys that 
were having lunch outside!;l~nd it turned into a 
friendly snowball 1ght. w e lost. The other 
thing r didn't see ~appenin~ was a &!~at paint 
war at the e nd of he job. Jeff Richm~n and 
Marc Fruzetta became mbers of the Tau 
Beta Pi cnJincmng honor ~Y Te~ tly, 
c ngratuJetions. 
Tidtctll arc on aaJe for Quadfesll Once 
again oor 111u trious floor I!Oek~y feamS man-
aged to come up !!hort. A ttam fought a feisty 
battle against Morg3n 3rd, but were defeated 3-
2. Thi was a mqral vidory for U!> becau'e 
:.ev~:•ul of "he oppo~~ing team were actually 
members of Olmbd~t Chi. The'S team man-
aged to miss the front wind ·hield on the Thetn 
Chi Mac truck, but instead hit the side view 
mirror 5-4 in OT, but they led for much of the 
game. 
Sunday we got ini tiated .... That's all I can 
tell you. 
<l>K8 
- Guz, we'd like to know one thing, how did 
you both get in the van? 
- Batcha, How soft is your serve, or should 
we check with someone else? 
- Rosco, was all that studying worth it? 
- John, what will you use the extra five for, 
definitely not books. 
-Shannon, thanks for the free show. 
- Anyone want any soft serve? 
- Pete, why a closet, afraid to see her in the 
light 
- Shedd, even though your male lover left 
you, try and pick on something your own 
width, like a fire hydrant. 
-Brett, good luck finding your pin, better get 
the gloves out in case it gets stuck. 
- Sorry this article ends short.(Batcha) Try 
HARDER next time. 
In my first column on the job, I'd like to 
congratulate all of the freshman who finally 
became sisters (we did it guys, we're no longer 
neophytes!). Sarah and Amanda .. don't worry, 
eventually your day will come. I' d like to 
congratulate nil the new comminee heads who 
were elected at last weeks marathon meeting 
(thank you for making the meeting more fun, 
Sue Crowley. Whose nylons were you using, 
anyway?). The new committee heads are: 
Scholarship: Emily Peters 
Philanthropy: Becky Kostek 
Sophomore Class Representative: Sarah 
Mcilhenny 
Junior Class Representative: Amy Mercier 
Senior Class Representative: Tracy Adamski 
Assistant Rush: Kylie Schoenrock 
Assistant Pledge: Jen Rice 
Alumnae: Cindy Mitchell 
Social: Amy Knapp 
Panhellenic Alternate: Lynn Asato 
Assistant Treasurer: Jen Sanna 
House Manager. Dwalin May 
Stewards: Jen Alley and Julie McCullough 
Housing Corp. Representative: Koren Verrill 
Historian: Gianna Troiano 
Activities: Leigh Barry 
Assistant Social: Heidi Huggett 
Division Representative: Anette Berg-Sonne 
Song Leader: Sarah Tegan (thanks for teach-
ing me the clapping song!) 
A!!St. House/Fire Marshall: Tracy Langis 
Newsletter: Heather Lauer 
Congratulations to everyone, I know you' ll 
all do a great job! A b1g thanks to SAE and 
everyone who helped out at SAE's Easter party 
for the orphans; you guys did an excellent job 
and your help wa' greatly appreciated. I'd also 
like to wish all the seniors good luck in finding 
jobs (you're almost outta here!) and with, thuir 
projects. You guys have been extremely sup-
portive of everyone and all of the time and 
effort that you've all put into Phi Sig Sig over 
the years has been greatly appreciated. 
l:AE 
Johnathon 6:66 
... And the Lord ascended to the top of the 
mountain and spoke hilt words: "This is the 
Lord ... build me a boat." And the masses called 
back in II is glory: "Yeah, come down here and 
say that to my face." 
Our safe-sex- party drained everyone Friday 
night but we all managed.lo fill back up on the 
rook Saturday. B (!vantage of the 
sunny day to wor on body tan. Mean-
while, Fred was ~~~ ing the structure 
of the attic. Hey( ~nl ~ou clean up after 
that dog ... Oh~ rs?!? Joey, we're 
glad to see you're • wllh Oeloro. Hey 
Jimmy, where~ig rou want to put that thing? 
Congratulations "ill lh~ hd\J~ on another suc-
cessful Culinary Fair. Who would thought 
we'd win a major award? Kim1 how did you 
like those moyies7 l tl idP't know you could 
suck a cigar like thl4. 1'h05e#·ShlrtS should be 
ready by Christcpa We "OJ* t~ings work out 
for you, Steve"lM WI Elose)his ceks article, 
let's not forget'"llte 1mm~a"l love cry of 
Avi7.a ... Happy, Happy, Joy, Joy, Mush, Mush, 
Love, Greg 
TKE 
I just got through reading the Weekly WPI, 
Worcester, and World News, and I thought it 
was hilarious. It always good to see people 
making fun of each other in print and not have 
conclave 
with Saxo 
him know y (e 
Maybe so r will start 
up .... Maybesom illstop. Maybe 
Zippo will make d about his hair. 
Here's the pitch. S900 up front and 
$65 per year to be ab save a percentage on 
certain big-ticket item you may or may never 
buy. Sign me up., Bob. 
Negative one minus one equals WHAT?! 
Word of advice for anyone thinking of doing 
an lOP with, or in any way every dealing with, 
Worcester high schools ... Oon't! Just ask Nug-
get, Mace, Rocco ... 
Jamaican me crazy, any way you spell it. 
The Recycler tour, coming nround ... and 
around .... 
Scarlet put on a great performance last Sun-
day Night singing with WPI's Baker's Dozen. 
Everyone who missed it, you really blew it. 
It 's amazing how bad people can screw up 
something you create if you leave it in their 
hands for a little while, eh Oeadbolt7 On that 
note, I'm outta here. 
ex 
I've got my boots on, I've got my hat dusty. 
I almost didn't write this article but Smitty's 
girlfriend said it was ok and I've got some 
drinking to do, so Jet's get this out of the way. 
First things firM, I'd like to remind all the 
brothers that this Saturday is Founders Day. 
Take some time this weekend to reflect on 
where Theta chi has been and where we are 
going. Remember that we're only as strong as 
the sum of our parts, so set aside some time this 
weekend to extend a helping hand. Help Houly 
shave his back or help Dan with Cindy. Better 
yet, why don't you help Pineo and I find some 
girls. 
Congratulations to 0 Team floor hockey for 
beating Lambda Chi Alpha in sudden death 
overtime. The win was fueled by goals from 
Dave Wildgoosc. Dupe and the game winner 
by Mike " I stuff my bra" Celotta. There wa:. 
also the stellar defense by Marc Nicohl7l0, 
Neil"l get chicks, why don't you Hagerty, and 
Dave Giu'iti. I hope next week's game is as 
rough. 
And finally, last things last. T minus II 
days till Toga. Woody thanks for painting 
Breen's truck read and watch your step next 
time, hello NR, Secretary of Defense, and if I 
can uo;e Ewen's i.d. then anyone can. Stumble 
for Hunger is coming. And remember folks, 
don't take the law into your own hands, take 
them to court. HAG. 
zw 
Apricot, apricot, apricot. .. NO! NO! Stop it! 
The world is being taken over by giant hordes 
of fruits and vegetables. What can we do to 
stop this onslaught of bell igerent edible armies? 
I know what your thinking, but thi!, is a job for 
only one man. 
..... and now for another exciting episode of 
the Super Adventures of Captain Zootman! 
•echo• (zootman ... zootman ... zootman .... ) 
Wei he we last left our superhero he was 
d "d ly overcome by an overdose of 
a uad 1...and second ·hand 
livin , b}ll~nJle 
~=·~~e pi ~once 
her ar~ you?" 
~~~IM~WJ.09tlrffian;c; close 
. ~o. shook 
Zoot man's 
as on his feet. 
e I a not slow, so 
,~~-;'t:f~tn.d Zootman ~r, nd vegetable 
ce again .... 
1al with AGO! 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
ADwltb: 
wall to wall carpeting, parldng, 
Iaiiy appUanced kitchens wltb dishwashers, 
tbermo-panewlndows, laundry area, 
excellent maintenance and management. 
caD 799-8076 
-- ~~· 2Bedrooms$535-$595 /'-;-· ~?··· 3Beclrooms$750 ~ ... ;.,.· 
"\ 0 0 , ... " ~~ \\ 'r\=Ju8l•JtOtO \fi'J t::~ '- jJ ........ , 
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CLUB CORNER CONTINUED . 
llere i!. a recap of those exciting cvenL'I: 
Operation Cape Cod Storm was a success, 
everyone worked together and really made the 
MSIII's look silly. Ha ha. The cotill ion and the 
cotillion color guard went wonderfully. It was 
great that the MSI 's remembered their table 
manners. If only some of us could dance. (And 
I was going to wear my combat boots to the 
cotillion again this year.) The APfT was a fun 
time had by all who woke up at 06:30 hours. 
Perhaps another one will be given before the 
school year is up for those who missed it. .. 
Here is your new and improved calendar of 
events: 
07 APR. Third Annual Brick Hum 
14 APR Paintball and Elections Nomina-
tions 
16-18 APR Operation Determined Trooper 
21 APR Elections 
08 MAY. Ropes course up in New Hamp-
shire 
?? Unknown date, Regimental Inspection. Due 
to rain, our D+C and wrinen tests for Regimental 
Headqu:uters was postpOned. It will definitely be 
re.o;chcduled, most likely the next Tuesday or 
Thun.day at 19:00 hours. Keep those slots open 
and use the extra time to your advantage. 
Dues, dues, dues. Yes, yes, yes. 
WPI Men's Rugby Tham 
Rugby is a team sport, a sport about ball 
control...ahh .. yeah whadeva Keith. I'd like to 
thank you for those awe inspiring peechcs and 
just as inspiring practices two days before a 
game in sub-zero temperatures. Not much has 
occurred this week with the Springfield team 
having to cancel due to poor playing field 
conditions. Due to the bureaucrntic policies of 
the great metropolis of Worcester, we will not 
be allowed to play on their precious fields until 
the first week in April. I hope Framingham 
State finds a field. While they're at it, they 
beuer rent a cop, provide paramedics, and pack 
a lunch 'cause its gonna be a long day and you 
know, "I'm not afrajd and I'm always ready to 
dance." If not. we could always play them on 
the quad parking lot. its the same things as the 
Firehouse Field. However, there was quite the 
party at Jesse, Juch, and Tom's place this post 
Friday evening. I have been wondering where 
Kuch has been these last practices. I know that 
you are busy with all rhar extra work that the 
Boynton has piled onto you but try to find time 
for us. The new guys arc looking really smart 
out there for just getting thrown into it. If you 
guys can just s tay onsides then I'll stop cry ill£. 
Now for some random thoughts ... You know its 
the '90's when there is computer game trash 
talk ar practices .. .its insulting to think that we 
would play on a field that we didn' t shovel. 
Smelly ... Smelly .. .sucks! Practice player of the 
week is Colmey for his outstanding catches on 
bad passes in the mud infested practice we had. 
Also because he actually showed up for a full 
week of practice and not just Friday 
night's ... Holy Cross players like to show their 
wounds, even if we choose not too see rhem .. .l 
hope Yam-head plays this year so when I 
clothesline this cheap shot artist he ' ll have 
some padding ... Speaking of injuries, Mr. 
"Minute, sir" himself has successfully injured 
himself or someone else in practice. Good 
going, Sabo ... Link, llcnow you're out there and 
I think you here me knockin', and I'm bringing 
Dreamer and Kuch and Tom and the Girl 's team 
and we're all gonna sit down and eat some red 
meat, smoke cigarenes, and see why you are 
being a gooba ... Whoa nelly, look at Timmy 
run ... and he's only a soph-a-more. But a pair 
(there's a sale at Spag's), play rugby!! 
SocComm 
Hey :veryone!l!!l Maybe you missed the In<;~ 
Incredible Pub Show with Tribe, or you passed up 
going to see Jon Svetkey at an ama?ing coffeehouse 
last week ... Well ... we have some really nifty shows 
coming up that you muM see ... Tonight, a SNEAK 
PREVlEW ... BENNY AND JOON ... at Perrault at 
Bpm .. .and don't forget, just because you have a pac;s, 
doesn't mc:Jn that you will get in, so get in line 
carly ... Next, a PUB Sf-lOW featuring WPI bancb ... if 
you had fun at lndic Fest, come to this show ... Then, 
on EaMer, if you're noltoo busy looking for egg_-; in 
your backyard. come sec ALADDfN ... Thcre will be 
a special MA 11NEE showing at 2pm, FOR ONLY 
Sl.501!1!! Next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, go 
see NEW VOICES Xl .. .for free ... Really fnb student 
written and performed plays. .. THEY MIGHT BE 
GIANTS tickets are going fasL .. about 500 tickets 
were SOLD in the ARST2 DA YSofsales,so if you 
want to go. go to the ticket booth in Daniels' Lobby 
soon ... thcre will be someone to help you from 9am 
ro 4:30pm every day .. .and rickets will be sold to the 
general public starting Friday ... QuadFcst will be 
here in only 15 MOREDAYSII!!!!AndELVlSwill 
be hcadlining. .. you don't want to miss him ... 
Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers 
Yes, spring is really here- it'sjust having a fun 
rime playing hide and seek. Anyhow, this is not 
some cheesy weather forecast, so on to more 
important things. Well we had our first offiCer's 
meeting with old and new officers. We have some 
great plans for the rest of the term. First of all, we 
are haviug a piZl.a social with the members of 
SWEon Wednesday April7at6:30pm in Gompei's 
Pub. So come on down for the three F's (Friend<~, 
Food and Fun, of course-what else where you 
thinking?!) Since we are on the subject of food, we 
need volunteers for the pie eating contest on 
traditions day, April20. (Come on, I know you are 
dying to plant your face smack in the middle of that 
chocolat.e creme pie!!) Continuing on the this food 
theme, get psyched for the spring BBO on Wedncs· 
day April 28 (that's assuming that the snow is 
finally gone!) Well that's it for now. If you have 
any ideas, questions, complaints (i.e. get someone 
else to write this column), thoughts (I didn' tthink 
so), funny jokes, etc. or are interested in becoming 
a member of SME, contact Derek Smith at BOX 
867. 
Just to highlight the important dates (C!>-pecially 
for those of you who gave up on reading this whole 
column) 
Pizza social w/ SWE April 7, 6:30, Gompei's 
Pie eating contest April 20, Traditions Day 
Spring BBQ April 28, Noon 
So jot those dates down and we' ll see you 
around! 
Society of Women Engineers 
Hi! Welcome back SWE members and a 
special Hi to the new officers! 
Susan Bullock - President 
Kirsty Reidy- Vice President 
Lorie Guay- Recording Secretary 
Jeanna Sawtelle - Corresponding Secretary 
Jeri Burrows- Treasurer 
Congratulations! 
We've been discussing the "Day in the Life" 
program. It will be held on the seventh, founeenth, 
and twenty-eighth of April. For details, contact 
Aureen Cyr, our outreach comminee chalr. We will 
be having a pizza social with SME on April seventh 
at 6:30. OlCCk you boxes for location. 
For all of our members, the next meeting will 
be announced soon. For those that are interested 
in SWE. Contact one of the officers or watch this 
space. 
Time is Running Out! 
3-4 Person Apartment Available in May 
Large Living 
roomw!bay 
window 
Washing 
machine 
included 
(not coin -
op) 
Recently 
Renovated 
Where are 
$600.00 per month 
Within walking 
distance of 
WPiand 
Becker Jr. 
Full kitchen w/ 
pantry cabinets 
and dining area 
Plenty of storage 
space available 
ou livin next ear? 
Student Pugwash 
There will be a Sn1dent Pugwnsh meeting on 
Tuesday the 6th for all those intercsteu in joining 
the organization. The meeting wi ll be held at Prof. 
Wilkes hou~ at 25 lnstirute Road at 4:30 pm. 
Jlighligh~ will include listening to a taped inter-
view ofVannevar Bu!;h, a reknowned scientist and 
politician of science. He is famed for having made 
the case for funding 'pure science' as a way of 
fostering commerically significant technology. 
Of particular interest is Mr. Bush's view of the 
difference between technology and science. 
with the baseball field? They must be preparing 
to put down artificial turf or something because 
they have it roped off now. Lookl> like a 
construction site - or maybe a crime scene. 
Dupe still wants all those disks. Oh yeah. 
When was that deadline for dues'! last Wcdnes· 
day maybe. 
Pugwash's future plans will also be discussed. 
A number of interesting speakers arc in the works, 
but it has not been decided which ones we really 
want to get. There will also be free food at the 
meeting! If you are interested but cannot make it, 
contact either Prof. Wilkes or Joe Stadolnik (WPI 
box 1534 or email: jocstad). 
Ultimate Whoopi 
The big news of the week is the team's 
performance at the tournament this past Sunday 
in New York. coming away with two blow-out 
wins and rwo close ones, Liquid Scream is now 
nationally ranked at #26. The disappointment, 
though, is that we dido ' t have the opportunity to 
ploy and are now behind a spunk team like lJNH 
(presently #24). Those tournaments ahead of 
us are starting to look might tasty. I mean what 
can you elCpect when just one tournament gives 
you such a boost in the rankings. You can't help 
but believe that one day at Regionals we'll be 
playing at center field again. Even the Maui 
Ultimate Classic is looking a lillie bit tasty after 
seeing just about every team member pull out a 
professional play from almo!ol every hole of 
their body. 
Weill don't know about this weather thing. 
But I do know that that mud is feeling awfully 
soft at practices. Does any one know what's up 
...... 
.... 
...... 
, ....... 
711·1741 
COME )JIEET IRI 
AND EXPAND YOUR 
CAREER HORIZONS. 
In1ormation Resources, Inc. has been providing innovative 
decision support solutions since 1979. Behind torward-thlnking 
services and bald ideas. we've became the world's third largest 
marketing software and lntonnation services company. 
We work with advertising agencies, promotion companies. 
consumer packaged gocxis manu1acturers. and retailers to create the 
industry's ma;t advanced automated market research and decision 
support systems. 
We o11er an innovative, entrepreneurial and fast-paced 
environment. 
Assistant/ Associate 
Project Director 
• YouU address client marketing issues 
• Meet with clients to determine needs, consult on their data, 
coordlnate activities and develop strong relationships 
• Analyze data on the PC and create ~esentation matelials that 
swnmar:11.e the results to help clients marketing, research and 
sales departments 
• Coordinate all activities with internal departments to ensure 
clients' needs are met 
The quali.tied candidate must have: 
• A degree in Marketing or related area js preferred 
• Excellent cornmun1caf:l.on skills 
• Strong analytical and quantitative s1dlls 
• Motivation, energy, initiative 
• A service and sales orientation 
SAS Progrcunmer 
You will address client mCIIketing issues through: 
• Deslgn and execution of research data analyses 
• W:nting computer programs tor analyses 
• Special research and programming projects 
The qualified candidate must have: 
• Knowledge of SAS requ1red 
• Excellent oral and written com.mun1ca11on sk:1lls 
• Analytical training 
• Quantitative sldlls 
• BS degree in a quant1tative11eld pre!erred 
• PC tam111arity 
• Lotus l -2-3 preferred 
We seek December Graduates 
-however-
May Graduates are also encouraged to apply 
For consideration, please send/ fax resumes to: 
Information Resources Inc., 30 Old Kinas Hwy S., 
Darien, CT 06820. Faxt (203) 656-1908 . 
• 
• in forma 
resour 
Equal Opportunity Dnployer 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
LARGE APARTMENT available for 93-
94 year. 4 and 5 bedroom'>, p1rking, laundry, 
furnished , close to campus and convenient to 
Highland Sl. stores. Call today for appoint-
ment to see 792-0049. (Leave message if 
necessary). 
Vail, where docs all that food GO? 
All I wanna do is put my boom boom boom 
and zoom zoom .. 
Please don't call me cutic-pie, my name is 
SOPHIE .... 
Happy Oir1hday, Felix!!!! Aren't you jcai-
OUl> that your birlhday isn't today, Nicky? 
WANTED: One roommate, Renl: $170 a 
month includes heat and hot water. Place: 109 
POLICE LOG 
Monday, March 22 
Highland SL. (above the Acapulco). ! lave your 
own room! Call 792-6978 a'>k for Tony or Greg 
or e-mail sclengar@ wpi or grw@wpi. 
Furnished room for rent in a nice 
neighborhood.Utilities and laundry facilities 
included. Non-smoker.. only. Dcpoo;it requtred. 
$250 per month.Call 757-6814. 
Dean St. Apartments fur Rent ncar WPI. 
Remodeled apartment for 1-2 people. Utili· 
tiel>, heat and parking included. Coin-operated 
washer & dryer on premises. I apartment has 
spiral stai rca~e & fireplace. $525-$545. call 
793-1773. 
REMINDER: Final Deadline for the sub-
mission of your RESUME EXPERT Disk to 
CDC is April 19th. 
l I :04 am Larceny: A drivers license from the Goddard Hall stockroom was reported missing. The 
license was not recovered and it was replaced. 
12:14 pmSmoke: Complaintant reported that a washer in the Daniels laundry room was emmitting 
smoke. The officer who responded unplugged the washer. 
2:42 pm Motor Vehicle Accident: A student reponed that he struck a parked car. 
5:10pm Non-students in Alumni 
8:07 pm Medical emergency: A student had a drug overdose and was transported to the hospital. 
8:32 pm Larceny: A student reports that the notebook that contained his Sufficiency was stolen 
from the bookrack at Morgan Daka. WPI Dining Services is not responsible for items left 
in the book rack so any items of value should bekept on one's person. 
11:58 pm Advisory: WPI Dining Services van was disabled in the driveway between Riley Hall and 
Daniels Hall. It was parked there overnight. 
Tuesday, March 23 
12:33 am Maintenance problems: A RA at Daniels Hall reports that the elevator cannot be accessed 
without a key. 
2:13 am Disorderly persons: Campus police find five students removing mattresses from their 
residence halls and loading them onto a vehicle. The students were told to return the 
mattresses to the dorms. 
7:09 am Odor: A student on Founders first reported that there was an odor the the hall. The odor 
was found to be caused by rug cleaning. 
9:00 am Medical emergency: A student suffered a laceration to his hand while he was trying to get 
into his car. 
1:37 pm Medical emergency: A student passed out while standing in front of the ATM machine 
at Daniels. 
Wednesday, March 14 
1:26am Malicious Mischief: A Daniels second resident reported several acts of malicious 
mischief involving water, ketchup, and other liquids left in front of his door. No suspects 
were found. 
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Thusday, March 25 
12:25 am Noise complaint: A RA from Riley third reported loud persons in a room on the floor. The 
responding officer found no noise. 
I: 18 am Noise complaint: A RA from Stoddard A reponed that loud and intoxicated students were 
making noise. The students were advised. 
Friday, March 26 
9:01 am Assist: Officer dispatched to assist Worcester Police with a traffic accident at the comer 
of Salisbury and West street . 
10:56 am Parking Complaint: A vehicle was blocking the driveway to Higgins House. 
1:42pm Disorderly Persons: An officer discovers two disorderly males at the corner of Hackfield 
and Institute Roads. The Worcester police were called for assistance. 
4: 15 pm Tomfoolery: Stoddard B RA reported that students were on the roof of Stoddard A. 
4:23 pm Noise Complaint: There was a loud stereo in Institute Hall. The owner was advised. 
6:58 pm Medical emergency: A student on Daniels fourth had a swollen hand and would like EMS 
to check it. 
8:37 pm Plumbing problems: A toilet at 23 Hackfield was backed up and flooding the basement. 
Saturday, March 27 
1:26am Suspicious vehicle: A suspicious vehicle was reported to be behind Boynton Hall. 
5:30 pm Hit and run: A student reported that his car was struck while it was parked in the lib111ry 
parking lot 
9:07 pm Illegal Parking: A resident of Institute Hall with a registered vehicle reported that the 
Institute parking lot was filled with unauthorized vehicles. 
10:44 pm Suspicious persons: A Fuller lab monitor reported that a group of females with open liquor 
containers were loitering outside of Fuller Labs. 
11:56 pm Disturbance: The band that was playing in Gompei's Pub just finished and a minor 
altercation took place within. 
Sunday, March 28 
12:15 am Campus police clear Gompei's, the function was over and the crowd was dispersed. 
._ 
Q. 
See Pollee Log, page 12 
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Page 12 NEWSPEAK Tuesday, Aprll6, 1993 
Tuesday, April 6 
10:00 am to 4:00pm - Alumni Gym: Blood Drive. Walk-ins Welcome. 
11 :30 am- Worcester State College- Film "Ben Hur," Exhibit Area, Student Center. 
3:30 pm - Baseball Vl>. Massachuseus Martime Academy Class of 93' Field 
4:00 pm - Softball vs. Massachusetts lnsitute of Technology 
8:00 pm - Sneak Preview: "Benny and Joon" Perreault Hall, Fuller Labs. Free with pass at 
Student Activities Office. 
Wednesday, April 7 
10:00 am to 4:00pm - Alumni Gym. Blood Drive. Walk-ins Welcome. 
10:00 am - Worcester State College, Harriet Tubman Performance, Sullivan Auditorium, $2. 
3:00pm -Men's Tennis vs. Babson 
4:30 pm - Softball vs. Wheaton College 
4:30pm- Women's Track and Field vs. Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts 
5:00 pm - Greek Life Awards Dinner, Lower Wedge. 
7:00pm -Speaker: "Bosnia; Ethnic Cleansing in the Heart of the Civililed World" by Saffct 
Abid Catovic. Kinnicull Hall, Sa li~bury Labs. 
Thursday, April 8 
10:30 am -Tech Old Timers, " New Voices," Susan Vick, professor of drama/theatre, Riley 
Commons (Coffee at 9:45 am lunch in Morgan Hall) 
3:00 pm - Baseball vs. Brandeis Univer;ity, Waltham Massachuscns 
3:30pm - Men's Tennis vs. Trinity College, Hanford Connecticut 
7:00pm - Men's Lacrosse vs. University of Massachuo;eus at Lowell, Football Field 
7:30 pm - Clark Univel"iity Lecture: "Representing Women,. by Christina Hoff-Sommers, 
associate professor of philosophy examines academic feminism. Grace Conference Room 
at Higgins University Center. 
Police Log 
continued from page I I 
12:53 am Malicious mischief: Campus police officers report ~peaking with a student who damaged 
a parking sign while trying to remove it from the Founders Hall loading dock. The sign 
was repaired. 
2:28 am Noise complaint: Campus police recicvcd a report of loud music on Morgan four1h . The 
owner of the saereo turned it down. 
3:18 am Fireworks: A Fuller watchperson reported that subjects in two vehicles were discharging 
fireworks in the library parking lot. 
3:37 am Suspicious person: A Riley RA reported that an unknown male was sleeping in the first 
floor lounge. The subject left the building. 
3:40 am Auto alarm: A car alarm went off in the Stoddard parking lot. When campus police arrived 
the alarm had silenced itSelf. 
4:09am Suspicious person: A Riley RA reported that the person who was sleeping in the study 
lounge is now sleeping between the front doors of Riley Hall. 
4:18am The subject who had been found sleeping in Riley Hall was redirected to the Wedge until 
he could find h1s companions. 
Friday, April 9 
I :00 pm - Golf vs. Tufts University 
7·00 pm and 9:00 pm - Clark University: Film "David and Lisa," Jefferson Academ1c Center. 
Room 320. Free. 
Saturday, April 10 
12:00 pm - Baseball vs. Western New England College 
12:00 pm -Softball vs. University of Massachuscus at Dartmouth, Dartmouth Mass. 
I :00 pm- Women's Track and Field vs. Massachuscns Institute of Technology nnd Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, Cambridge Massachuscus 
I :00 pm -Men's Track and Field vs. Massachuseu~ Institute of Technology and Rensselear 
Polytechnic Institute 
8:00pm- Pub Show: WPI bands, Gompci's $1 students/ $2 general public. 
Sunday, April II 
2:00pm, 6:30pm and 9:30pm- Film "Aladdin'' Perreault Hall, Fuller Lobs. 2pm show $1.50 
other 2 shows $2. 
Monday, April 12 
7:00 pm - Anna Maria COllege Lecture "Surviving Addictive Pntlcrns", Jaques Conference 
Room, Foundrcs Hall. 
3:00pm - Men's Tennis vs. Worcester State College 
(need we say more?) 
YES! We want to say more, but we need writers! 
Come join us. Writer's meetings Mondays at 6pm 
in the Newspeak Office, basement of Riley Hall 
APARTMENTS APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 
DON'T WAIT! WON'T LAST! 
• Walking distance from WPI 
• Clean: Studios, 1, 2, 3 bedroom units 
• Gorgeous Victorian Buildings 
• Locations: 21 Institute Road 
15 Dean Street 
10, 14, 45 Lancaster Street 
59 Dover Street 
88 Elm Street 
• Starting Rent $350 and up 
• Applianced kitchens, tiled baths 
• Occupancy June 1, 1993 
Call today for an appointment 
795-0010 
Offered by A.A. Zamarro Realty Company 
